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W 
HILE REVIEWING THE ASSOCIATED� 
General Contractors of America’s 
e-newsletter, an article titled “Investment 

in retrofits could produce jobs, energy savings 
worth $1 trillion” caught my attention. I followed 
the link to GreenBiz.com and read the article. 
These were some of the highlights:

  “Savvy investments in energy efficiency retrofits 
for buildings could yield more than three times 
their value, amounting to about $1 trillion in 
energy savings in a decade, says new research from 
Deutsche Bank and The Rockefeller Foundation. 
The study released today said that yield would be 
just one of the returns if $279 billion were spent for 
retrofits of residential, commercial and institutional 
buildings in the United States.”

  “In addition to saving about 30 percent of the 
United States’ entire energy spend [sic] during the 
course of a year, completion of the energy efficiency 
retrofits could reduce greenhouse gas emissions in 
the country by 10 percent and create 3.3 million job 
years—which means the projects could create an 
estimated 3.3 million cumulative years of employ-
ment—the study said.” 

The article went on to state that: 
  “Researchers in the building and sustainability 

fields have been touting the robust returns and 
benefits produced by energy efficiency retrofits for 
several years. In 2010, a study forecast that such 
projects could result in savings of as much as $41 
billion a year in the U.S.”

The study is free, and I found it to be very inter-
esting. You can read it in its entirety at www.dhi.
org/dandh.php.

From time to time, I have heard concern 
expressed by those who were skeptical of the 
impact the sustainability effort would have on 

both our carbon footprint and our bottom line. 
Not surprisingly, though, the market has devel-
oped methods for determining both a product’s 
carbon footprint and its impact on the long-term 
value of a building. As you’ll read in the article 

“From Green to High-Performance Buildings,” 
building owners and commercial real estate inves-
tors are capitalizing on the incredible return on 
investment that “high-performance” buildings 
offer. Not only does a nominal increase in cost per 
square foot save thousands a year in energy costs, 
it also results in a significantly higher market 
value for the property compared to traditional 
construction. Cities around the world are embrac-
ing this type of construction, and traditionally 
constructed buildings are losing value at a signifi-
cant rate.

But with this growing demand for sustain-
ability comes an increasing demand for transpar-
ency and an end to “green washing.” Life Cycle 
Assessments (LCAs) and Environmental Product 
D�eclarations (EPD�s) are poised to become the 
new standards for measuring true sustainability 
and evaluating a product’s full environmental 
impact—from harvesting or extracting the raw 
materials all the way to its ultimate disposal and 
decomposition. It’s important that manufacturers 
start planning for their adoption now as the use of 
EPD�s is already a LEED� pilot credit and is likely to 
become mainstream very quickly in response to 
consumer demand. 

Staying current on issues surrounding Chain of 
Custody requirements, LEED� credit administra-
tion, LCAs, EPD�s and the many other green codes 
and requirements will enable your company to 
offer valuable counsel to architectural clients. 
Knowledge is the key to setting your company 
apart from the competition, and the sustainability 
movement is one more opportunity to do so.  

The Future Is Green

By Jerry Heppes, Sr., CAE

i n  T O U C H

http://www.dbcca.com/dbcca/EN/
http://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/
http://www.greenbiz.com/news/2010/07/29/commercial-building-retrofits-could-save-41b-year-study-says
http://www.greenbiz.com/news/2010/07/29/commercial-building-retrofits-could-save-41b-year-study-says
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W 
ITH THE WEATHER WARMING,SPRING  
in full swing, and a Foundation Board 
and strategic planning meeting behind 

us (update in the next edition of D&H), let’s 
take a look at what’s been going on within the 
Foundation the last several months.

1. The Foundation has partnered with the 
National Association of State Fire Marshals 
(NASFM) to promote and sell our online 
inspection tutorial, Fire Door Inspections: 
Understanding the Fire-Rated Opening. As State 
Fire Marshalls are the senior fire officials for 
their states, this partnership brings great 
credibility to the programs we offer.

2. The American Institute of Architects has 
approved the Foundation’s online inspec-
tion tutorial. We are now a recognized 
Continuing Education Provider for AIA, 
whose Continuing Education System (also 
known as AIA/CES) is the largest source of 
education specifically targeted to the design 
and building industry. The program was 
developed by the AIA to help members meet 
their state mandatory continuing education 
(MCE) requirements and to help them fulfill 
their AIA continuing education requirement 
for membership renewal. Most state licensing 
boards with MCE requirements recognize 
AIA/CES as the primary source of continuing 
education for their licensed architects. As 
their membership reaches into the tens of 
thousands, this is a great opportunity for the 
Foundation!

3. The Foundation has partnered with the 
Association for Facilities Engineering. The 
AFE membership is comprised of individuals 
who are responsible for the daily maintenance 
needs of all commercial buildings in the U.S.

4. New York State’s most recent adoption of 
code requires the inspection of fire-rated 
openings. The Foundation met with New 
York fire officials to discuss their adoption of 
the fire code.

5. Paul Martin, Chief, Bureau of Fire 
Prevention, State of New York, D�ivision of 
Homeland Security and Emergency Services, 
Office of Fire Prevention and Control, is 
the president of the Center for Campus Fire 
Safety. We are in meetings to discuss our 
existing relationship and how we can partner 
with the Center to support members of the 
inspection community on college campuses.

6. I met with California State Fire Marshal Chief 
Tonya Hoover and the Chief of State Fire 
Training Mike Richwine in early February. 
D�uring my meeting with Chief Hoover, 
we discussed several ways the Foundation 
could help to promote fire door inspections 
in California. Chief Hoover placed a call on 
the Foundation’s behalf to the organizers of a 
fire training event that took place in Southern 
California in March. 

7. As noted above, Foundation board members 
met in mid-March here in Chantilly. We 
also conducted a one-day strategic planning 
session to align our future plans with the 
new strategic plan and the decisions made in 
the D�HI board meeting.

The Foundation has developed several strong 
partnerships. Our strategy going forward is to 
work with these well-respected organizations 
within the fire, architectural and facility engineer 
communities to continually raise awareness of the 
knowledge and solutions that members of the door 
and hardware industry bring to life safety and 
security.   

By Bill Johnson, Executive Vice President 
Door Security & Safety Foundation

Reach Bill at bjohnson@dhi.org or 703/766-7039 (office direct)Talkin’ Foundation

door security & safety FOUNDATION

mailto:bjohnson@dhi.org
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IRST, LET’S CLARIFY SOMETHING. THE ENVIRONMENTAL 
movement is here to stay. It’s growing. It’s going to continue 
to grow. It will become a larger, more significant part of your 
business in the coming years as building owners recognize 
the increased property value that green construction offers. 
But the opportunities offered are not without risks, and it 
is vital that our industry stays current on the latest green 
standards as they are rapidly being incorporated into the 
building codes. 

There is currently 1.6 billion square feet of LEED-certified 
green buildings. An additional five billion has already been 
designed and is awaiting construction. The forecast is for 
230 billion square feet to be built by 2030. McGraw Hill esti-
mates that 724 million square feet will be constructed in this 
year alone. That’s a significant movement.

But to what degree has green been embraced by our 
industry? At this point, most manufacturers and distributors 

are on board. However, on the building inspection side, 
there are a lot of folks who don’t have the informa-

tion they need. LEED is constantly changing 
and is difficult to keep up with, nevermind 

the growing list of green standards 
that are shifting from voluntary 

to mandatory.

Photo Credit: © iStockphoto.com/bronswerk

From Green to

F
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Here’s a quick test for you. Which of the following 
terms do you think apply to our industry?

The answer: ALL OF THEM. Now many of these—
CHPS, FSC, LEED�—are still voluntary, but we’re seeing 
an increasing number of these “voluntary” standards 
being adopted by code officials at the state and even 
federal levels. 

Impact	on	Door	and	Hardware	
Distributors

A good rule of thumb when 
it comes to standards is: “If you 
see it in California, assume it 
will eventually be adopted by all 
states.” 

In April 2007, the California 
Air Resources Board (CARB) 
approved new standards for the 
emission of formaldehyde from 
composite wood products that 
are sold, used or manufactured 
in California. This regulation has 

significantly reduced added urea-formaldehyde resins 
in hardwood plywood, particleboard, and medium-
density fiberboard (MD�F) due to their tendency to emit 
formaldehyde. Ultra-low-emitting formaldehyde (ULEF) 
resins are still permitted by the standard. 

The implementation of the CARB standard has taken 
place in two phases. D�istributors, fabricators and 
retailers were required to sell all pre-phase 1 inventory 
by D�ecember 31, 2011, but an extension was issued 
this February until D�ecember 31, 2012. So be sure to 
thoroughly inventory your stock and ensure that those 
products have been sold or removed by year end. This 
extension applies only to pre-phase 1 finished goods 
purchased prior to D�ecember 31, 2011. D�oors sold in 
or into California must be labeled as CARB compliant 
and indicated accordingly on the invoices and shipping 
documents that accompany them.

Just three years after California approved the CARB 
standard, in July 2010, President Obama signed the 
Toxic Substances Control Act, which reduces the emis-
sions of formaldehyde in composite wood products 

From Green to
By Steve Farley, CSI, CDT, LEED GA and Tim Petersen, LEED AP
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to the same level as those found in the CARB Phase 2 
regulations—0.009 ppm. This regulation will take effect 
nationally on July 1, 2013.

The	Risks	of	Non-Compliance

In 2008, the Lacey Act was a rider on a farm bill focus-
ing on illegal plant trade. It prohibits trade in plants 
and plant bi-products that are illegally sourced from 
any U.S. state or foreign country. Importers are now 
required to declare both the harvest country of origin 
and the species name of all plants contained in their 
products.

Just one year after the law passed, Gibson Guitar had 
one of its Nashville facilities raided by federal marshals 
and a shipment of Madagascar ebony seized. In August 
2011, the company was raided again, this time at two 
facilities in Nashville and one in Memphis. Gibson’s 
CEO, Henry Juszkiewicz, gave a heated press conference 
after the second raids, complaining, ““We had a raid,” 
he said, “with federal marshals that were armed, that 
came in, evacuated our factory, shut down production, 
sent our employees home and confiscated wood.” His 
biggest complaint, however, was that two years into this 
investigation, the government was unable or unwilling 
to tell him how or even if his company had violated the 
Lacey Act.

“We’re in this really incredible situation. We have 
been implicated in wrongdoing, and we haven’t been 
charged with anything,” he said. “Our business has 
been injured to millions of dollars. And we don’t even 
have a court we can go to and say, ‘Look, here’s our 
position.’”

The Justice D�epartment has refused to comment on 
the ongoing investigation, but court papers filed allege 
that the Madagascar ebony seized in the 2009 raid was 
illegally harvested—a claim Gibson denies. 

If Gibson is found guilty, fines can run as high as 
$500,000 plus jail time. However, as Gibson’s CEO 
pointed out, the company has already sustained 
millions in damages, and they’ve yet to even be formally 
charged. From a distribution perspective, this is clearly 
a regulation you don’t want to violate. 

Working	Out	the	Details

In 2010, California implemented CAL GREEN, the 
first state-wide, mandatory green standards for both 
commercial and residential construction. Unfortunately, 

CAL GREEN codes do not perfectly mesh with LEED�, 
and that is causing problems. 

CAL GREEN is a tiered program with both manda-
tory and optional requirements. So as each jurisdiction 
creates its own standards, there initially will be a lot 
of confusion, as there are hundreds of jurisdictions in 
California. Also, if you have a building in California 
that is also a LEED� building and it’s in Los Angeles, 
there may be L.A. requirements, CAL GREEN California 
requirements and LEED� requirements—three differ-
ent sets of paperwork. But over time, it’s hoped that 
all states will adopt a single, unifying code like the 
International Green Construction Code (IgCC). This 
is a model code that is an overlay to the international 
code with both mandatory and elective elements. A key 
element that affects our industry is the focus on requir-
ing low-pollutant-emitting interior finish materials 
such as paints, carpet, vinyl flooring and particleboard. 
The hope is that having a mandatory code will allow 
California’s builders to build to a certifiable green stan-
dard without having to pay costly fees for third-party 
programs. 

It is important to remember that for many of these 
standards, non-compliance is now a code violation. 
Always check Division 1 of a project’s specification! Many 
distributors have been caught because they failed 
to check D�ivision 1 requirements. Because of the 
complexity of green standards, you may have all the 
requirements in D�ivision 1 but nothing in the individual 
sections. If you miss those, you can get burned, and 
many have.

What’s	on	the	Horizon?

There are a number of green trends that will 
be impacting our industry in the years to come. 
Manufacturers are going to have to perform Product 
Life Cycle Assessments (LCAs) measuring the environ-
mental impact of every product throughout its life cycle, 
from raw materials sourcing through manufacture, 
shipping, use and re-use or end-of-product life phases. 
What levels of emissions are caused by going into a 
forest with heavy machinery to get a tree to make it into 
a door? What is the waste from that product? At this 
time, it’s a very complex calculation to try to figure out. 
It’s just in the beginning stages, but it has been proposed 
for inclusion in LEED� 2012 and is available as a pilot 
credit for projects that registered with LEED� prior to 
March 1, 2012.
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Those Life Cycle Assessments will then be used as the 
basis for Environmental Product D�eclarations (EPD�s), 
which third-party certify the veracity of the manufac-
turer’s claims regarding the product’s environmental 
performance (see page 30). If that sounds like a moun-
tain of paperwork to you, you’re correct, but it is hoped 
that EPD�s will help eliminate “green washing” and 
provide a much-needed level of transparency that will 
enable consumers, companies and government agencies 
around the world to measure and verify the impact of 
the products they purchase.

One of the changes we’re already seeing is a shift 
away from the term green. The new, and some would 
say more accurate, term being used is high-performance. 
We have started to think in terms of overall efficiency 
and the dramatic impact it has on the property value of 
a building.

An example of a high-performance building is NASA’s 
Ames Research Center in Moffett Field, California. 
LEED� Platinum certified, this new facility replaced an 
older office building and boasts of 90% water usage 
reduction; 70% of the energy it produces from alterna-
tive sources is returned to the grid, making it net posi-
tive (also known as net zero—it generates more energy 
than it uses). Lights are required only 40 days a year, 
and it was built with recycled, non-toxic and renewable 
materials. The building has an 8.5- to 9-year return on 
investment and was built with only a 3-6% cost increase 
over traditional construction. 

Now look at it this way: in real estate investment, the 
capitalization rate is a rate-of-return measurement that 
is calculated by dividing the income a property gener-
ates by the property value. Historically, a rate of 6% is 
considered good. If a 50,000 square foot commercial 
building costs $200 per square foot, it would be valued 
at $10 million. By spending $4 more per square foot, the 
owner can save $60,000 per year on energy costs. Using 
the formula, if you divide the $60,000 savings by 6%, 
you get a $1 million property value increase, or $20 per 

square foot for a $4 per square foot investment. Not bad!
That’s the clearest example you will find of why 

the market is going in this direction. Newer, more 
efficient buildings are substantially more valuable than 
traditional construction, and we’re seeing traditionally 
constructed buildings lose value at a significant rate. 
As a result, every major city is looking at this type of 
construction.

In order to get these high-performance buildings, the 
specifications for a building’s systems are changing 
from prescriptive-based to performance-based. When a 
LEED� building is commissioned, the documentation is 
gathered, and a LEED� AP has the responsibility to make 
sure it complies with all requirements. When green 
becomes code and there are performance requirements, 
it will fall on the building officials to commission the 
building. There’s a lot of training that’s going to have 
to happen for code officials. Building officials can only 
know so much, so we’re likely going to see more third-
party certification of projects to make the commission-
ing easier. This should minimize the amount of techni-
cal data that code officials will have to sort through. 

A major shift will continue to occur over the next 20 
years. Groups like AIA understand the value of being 
able to offer their clients more efficient buildings, and 
the new goal is net zero impact. All of this will reflect 
on our industry, from the distributors who are bidding 
the projects to the manufacturers who are offering 
the support and need to manufacture products that 
will comply with these requirements. The goal for our 
industry should be to educate ourselves as much as 
possible to become a valuable asset to both customers 
and code officials.  

About the Authors:  Tim Petersen is the Vice President of Sales for the 
Door Division of VT Industries. He can be reached at tpetersen@vtindustries.
com. Steve Farley is the Senior Product Manager of Commercial Products 
for Masonite Architectural Door Systems. He can be reached at sfarley@
masonite.com.

Visit www.iccsafe.org and view the free webinar, Green Building Codes 101: Navigating the 

Standards, Codes, and Rating Systems. This webinar addresses many of the questions about 

the relationships between green standards, codes and rating systems and was developed col-

laboratively by ICC, USGBC, ASHRAE and AIA.

Want more information on green codes? 
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T’S HARD TO IMAGINE DOOR HARDWARE BEING GREEN. 
Obviously, I’m not talking about ANSI/
BHMA A156.16, Materials and Finishes. 
I’m talking about how manufacturers 
and distributors can help contribute to 
LEED� certification on the projects they 
are supplying. First, let’s explore what 
constitutes a sustainable product and 
explain LEED�.

Sustainable products provide 
environmental, social and economic 
benefits while protecting public health, 
welfare and environment over their full 

commercial cycle, from the extraction of raw materials 
to final disposition. 

The Leadership in Energy and Environmental D�esign 
(LEED�) Green Building Rating System evaluates the 
environmental performance of all buildings over 
their life, providing the definitive standard for what 
constitutes a “green” building. It is largely responsible 
for persuading the consumer and building industry to 
embrace products that are more environmentally and 
economically viable. LEED� is a third-party certification 
program and the nationally accepted benchmark for the 
design, construction and operation of high-performance 
green buildings. It promotes a whole-building approach 
to sustainability by recognizing performance in five 
key areas of human and environmental health: sustain-
able site development, water savings, energy efficiency, 
material selection, and indoor environmental quality. 

GREEN  
HARDWARE

I
Illustrations and Charts Courtesy of Hager Companies

BY JOHN COHRS, AHC/CDC, CCPR
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The	Problem
Many of our great schools were 

built during the period from the 
1920s into the 1950s. As a result, we 
have aging and outdated schools 
throughout America, and with our 
current economic times, finding the 
estimated $322 billion necessary 
for repairs is proving difficult—
sometimes impossible. This has 
resulted in more than 14 million 
American children spending their 
days in schools that are substandard 
or dangerous. More than 300,000 
unhealthy, unsafe, trailer-like 
temporary portables are currently 
serving as classrooms, some more 
than 40 years old. Classrooms are 
cramped, and the environment is 
musty, dirty, dingy, and not at all 
conducive to learning. 

The	Solution

The Green Schoolhouse series in 
Phoenix, Arizona, is a unique collab-

oration bringing together corpora-
tions, foundations, school districts, 
communities, municipalities, media 
outlets and volunteers to build 
high-performance, environmentally 
sustainable, LEED� Platinum-
designed green schoolhouses at Title 
1, low-income public schools. The 
schools will encourage community 
involvement, support the school 
district, and teach sustainability.

Six green schoolhouses are 
slated for construction through 
2013. The inaugural schoolhouse, a 
safari-themed schoolhouse built for 
Roadrunner Elementary in Phoenix, 
Arizona, is on track to be the first 
ever LEED� Platinum-designed K-12 
school in the world built entirely by 
volunteers. 

There are three different green 
schoolhouse models: one each for 
elementary, middle and high school. 
The schoolhouses range in size from 
6,000 to 15,000 square feet, and each 
replaces four to 10 portables with a 

permanent education facility.
The green schoolhouses will be 

constructed using donated, top-
of-the-line, innovative products, 
including green hardware items. 
Hinges, cylindrical locks, deadbolts, 
narrow stile exit devices, surface 
door closers, protective trim, flush 
bolts, door stops, silencers, and 
threshold and weatherstripping 
products are all being utilized 
to achieve the schools’ green 
certifications and the goals of net 
zero energy use, zero water use, a 
non-toxic interior environment and 
healthier students. 

The projected results: healthier 
students, a green curriculum, a 
5% increase in attendance, and 
a 9% decrease in asthma-related 
absentees (currently responsible for 
14 million missed school days each 
year). The project is also expected 
to translate into improved learning: 
26% faster progression in math and 
20% faster progression in reading. 
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And the total cost savings will 
be significant: a 33% reduction in 
energy use and a 30% reduction 
in water use.

Our	Industry’s	Role

The two most important 
facilities to build sustainably are 
healthcare and childcare. Several 
door hardware products can help 
architects and specifiers achieve 
LEED� certification in facilities 
like these and others. Reference 
the LEED� Green Building Rating 
System for New Construction 
and Major Renovations (LEED� – 
NC) as published by the United 
States Green Building Council 
(USGBC). Figure 1 gives exam-
ples of credits that can apply to 
green hardware items. Check 
your suppliers for their specific 
credit percentages.
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Product Post-Consumer (PoC) Pre-Consumer (PrC) PoC=½ PrC

Push/Pull Plates, Stainless Steel 55% 12% 61%

Flushbolts 5% 45% 27%

Floor/Wall Stops 5% 70% 40%

Steel Butt Hinges 23% 8% 27%

Brass & Stainless Steel Butt Hinges 55% 12% 61%

Protection Plates, Stainless Steel 55% 12% 61%

Protection Plates, Brass 25% 8% 29%

Protection Plates, Aluminum 0% 0% 0%

Sliding Door Track, Aluminum 0% 40% 20%

Sliding Door Track, Steel 23% 8% 27%

Screw-On Weatherstrip, Aluminum 0% 40% 20%

Thresholds, Aluminum 0% 40% 20%

Roton Cont. Hinges 0% 0% 0%

Stainless Steel Cont. Hinges 55% 12% 61%

Locksets 11% 0% 11%

Exit Devices 1% 0% 1%

Door Closers 1% 1% 1.5%

FIGURE 1 

LEED Category: Material and Resources (MR)

MR Credit(s) 4.1 Recycled Content: Combined Post-Consumer Plus ½ Pre-Consumer > 10%
Product contains pre-consumer content as defined by ISO 14021, 
Environmental labels and declarations – Self-declared environmental claims 
(Type ll environmental labeling), and therefore qualifies for this credit.

MR Credit(s) 4.2 Recycled Content: Combined Post-Consumer Plus ½ Pre-Consumer > 20% 
Product contains post-consumer content as defined by ISO 14021,  
Environmental labels and declarations – Self-declared environmental claims  
(Type ll environmental labeling), and therefore qualifies for this credit.

MR Credit 5.1 Regional Materials: Extracted and Manufactured Regionally
If the manufacturing facility is less than 500 miles from the project site, it  
qualifies for this credit.

Many of the materials that door hardware manufacturers use in the production 
of products are both pre- and post-consumer materials. In addition, product 
packaging can use recycled content. 

As the rate of green construction 
continues to increase, so will demand 
for both green hardware and profes-
sionals who are knowledgeable about 
the role they can play in decreasing 
a building’s carbon footprint while 
maintaining the balance between 
access and security. Contributing to 
LEED� certification on the projects 
you are supplying and helping 

design professionals or owners  
with LEED� credits can prove very 
rewarding, both for you and the 
environment.  

About the Author: John Cohrs, AHC/CDC, CCPR 
is a Specification Manager for the Hager Companies. 
He can be reached at jcohrs@hagerco.com. Security Door Controls

sdcsecurity.com
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VER THE YEARS, WE’VE SEEN THE QUESTIONS SURROUNDING 
the sustainability movement shift from “Is it a fad?” to “How 
big will it get?” As Steve Farley and Tim Petersen explain in 
their article on page 8, green standards are rapidly shifting 
from voluntary to mandatory as a growing number of 

state and local jurisdictions adopt green codes. The new International Green 
Construction Code (IgCC) was just published in March of this year but has 
already been adopted statewide in four states and in the local jurisdictions 
of five others. According to McGraw-Hill, the green nonresidential building 
construction sector was worth $3 billion in 2005, grew to roughly $50 billion in 
2010, and is predicted to grow to $135 billion or more by 2015. 

But this is just the beginning. The American Institute of Architects 
(AIA), ASHRAE, the D�epartment of Energy and other major players in the 
construction industry are now pushing for net zero energy buildings—
structures with zero net energy consumption and zero annual carbon emis-
sions—to become the standard for building design in the next 20 years. 

Green building is no longer a trend or a market niche. It is the standard to 
which all future construction will be held. 

This development is not welcome news to those in the openings industry 
who are already struggling to keep up with the avalanche of new codes and 
standards and are frustrated by the additional paperwork and high costs 
of third-party verifications. But as green becomes mainstream, the penalty 
for not staying current on the growing number of codes and standards goes 
beyond lost business opportunities to heavy fines and possibly even jail 
time (read more on the Lacey Act, page 10). 

So what trends are on the horizon, and is our industry positioned to 
capitalize on them? To find out, we surveyed our readers and collected some 
surprising responses.

Figure 1
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Please rate the level of demand you are seeing for industry-related green products in the 
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Demand

Given that nonresidential green 
building activity is expected to 
triple in the next five years, we 
were surprised to see that 17% of 
respondents reported a decrease in 
demand for green products, up from 
last year’s 10%. In fact, the demand 

for security products exceeded 
green by 57%. The crime rate may 
be at its lowest levels since 1963, 
but as we explored in our March 
issue on security, building owners 
are increasingly looking to upgrade 
security as a way to diminish risk to 
employees and the threat of liability. 

The highest level of demand for 

green products currently is coming 
from government facilities, followed 
closely by schools and healthcare 
facilities. Office buildings, hospi-
tality and mixed-use facilities all 
ranked about the same, with retail 
facilities placing last (see Figure 1).

Not surprisingly, the green 
product seeing the greatest demand 

MATERIALS & RESOURCES

Credit
Building Reuse and Whole 
Building Life Cycle Assessment

■ Combination of “Building Reuse – Maintain Existing Walls, Floor and 
Roof” and “Building Reuse – Maintain Interior Nonstructural Elements.” 

■ Added options for historic and blighted buildings. 

■ Added option for Whole Building Life Cycle Assessment for projects 
with new construction. 

■ Added option for combination new construction and building reuse. 

■ Added Healthcare to list of applicable building types.

Credit
Material Life Cycle Disclosure 
and Assessment

■ New credit for 2012. 

■ Requires Life Cycle Analysis and Environmental Product Declarations. 

■ Focus on transparency of products’ environmental impacts to end users. 

■ Includes single attributes, including Support Local Economy, Recycled 
Content, and Salvage materials (Nonstructural only). 

■ Former regional requirement replaced with new Support Local 
Economy attribute. 

Credit Materials Reuse 
■ Credit deleted and moved into “Building Reuse and Whole Building

Life Cycle Assessment” or “Material Life Cycle Disclosure and Assessment.” 

Credit Recycled Content
■ Credit deleted and moved into “Material Life Cycle 

Disclosure and Assessment.”

Credit Regional Materials
■ Credit deleted and moved into “Material Life Cycle

Disclosure and Assessment.”

Credit Rapidly Renewable Materials ■ Credit deleted.

Credit Certified Wood  
■ Credit deleted for 2012. After conclusion of Wood Certification Benchmark 

ballot, this deletion is part of the strategy for wood. 

Credit
Avoidance of Chemicals of 
Concern in Building Materials

■ New credit for 2012. 

■ Designed to complement Life Cycle Analysis of building 
products by addressing human health concerns around  
chemicals of concern.

■ Chemical Avoidance option expanded to two compliance paths; list of 
required avoidance expanded, with added allowable levels.

Credit
Responsible Extraction 
of Raw Materials

■ New credit for 2012. 

■ Designed to complement Life Cycle Analysis of building products by 
addressing reduced impacts of land use issues surrounding  
extraction practices on raw materials.

■ Credit emphasizes transparency of corporate practices of extraction 
companies through reporting to third party.

■ Specific third party certifications are acceptable evidence of responsible 
corporate practices.

LEED 2012 Proposed Changes Impacting the Openings Industry

Figure 2
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is FSC-certified wood doors with no added 
urea formaldehyde. Many of those surveyed 
also reported a growing demand for products 
utilizing recycled components and materials. 

LEED

According to the latest figures from the 
USGBC, over 1.6 million square feet of build-
ing space is LEED� certified every day in more 
than 120 different countries. But based on 
our survey results, 74% do not have anyone 
on staff with a LEED� accreditation, with over 
90% saying they have no plans to change that 
in the next 12 months, citing objections to the 
costs involved. 

They are not alone in their frustrations over 
the expense. Currently, the bulk of certified 
commercial buildings tends to be more than 
50,000 square feet, but 95% of commercial 
building starts in the U.S. are below that size. 
The costs of commissioning, energy model-
ing, project registration and administration 
often prove prohibitively high for small 
building owners and developers. As a result, 
alternative certification programs have been 
springing up to encourage smaller commercial 
projects to go green. 

INDOOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

Prerequisite 
Minimum Acoustic 
Performance (Schools) 

■ Harmonized ANSI & ASHARE standards 

■ Added exterior noise control exceptions for projects located on quiet sites  

■ Added exceptions for projects with limited renovation scopes or strict historic preser-
vation requirements 

Credit Low-Emitting Interiors

■ Modified requirements to be based on VOC emissions

■ Moved the credit up in the credit category order to be with other 
design strategies for IAQ 

■ Added requirement for TVOC disclosure 

■ Removed VOC content criteria for paints, coatings, adhesives, sealants 

■ Modified requirements for formaldehyde 

■ Harmonized ANSI/BIFMA

■ Additional category for Exterior Applied Products for Schools projects 

■ Added the option for USGBC-approved equivalent furniture emissions standards

Credit Acoustic Performance 

■ New credit to account for acoustical performance of new construction projects 

■ Added requirements for room noise levels, speech privacy and sound 
isolation, reverberation time and reverberant noise buildup, and paging, masking, 
and sound reinforcement systems

■ Harmonized ANSI and ASHRAE standards

Source: USGBC Summary of Changes – Building Design and Construction LEED 2009 to LEED 2012Figure 2—Continued

Credit: 
Building Reuse – Maintain Existing 

Walls, Floors and Roof

Credit: 
Building Reuse – Maintain Interior 

Nonstructural Elements 

Credit: 
Materials Reuse

Credit: 
Rapidly Renewable Materials

Credit: 
Certified Wood

Prerequisite: 
Storage and Collection of Recyclables 

LEED 2009 BD+C 
MR Credits

Proposed Second Public 
Comment BD+C 

MR Credits

Colors:
Gray Box = Prerequisites
Red = Deleted Credit
Purple = New Credit

Credit: 
Recycled Content

Credit: 
Regional Materials

Credit: 
Construction and Waste Management

Prerequisite:
Construction and Demolition Debris 

Management

Credit: 
Construction and Demolition Debris 

Management

Credit:
Non-Structural Materials Transparency 

Credit:
Environmentally Preferable Non-Structural 

Products and Materials - Prescriptive Attributes

Prerequisite:
Storage and Collection of Recyclables

Credit:
Environmentally Preferable Structure and 

Enclosure

Credit:
Responsible Sourcing of Raw Materials

Credit:
Avoidance of Chemicals of Concern in Building 

Materials

Prerequisite:
PBT Reduction (Healthcare)

Credit:
PBT Reduction – Mercury in Lamps 

(Healthcare)

Credit:
PBT Reduction – Lead, Cadmium, and Copper 

(Healthcare)

Credit:
Furniture and Medical Furnishings 

(Healthcare)

Credit:
Resource Use – Design for Flexibility 

(Healthcare)Figure 3

Chart courtesy of USG
BC
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For now, however, LEED� remains 
the major player in green building, 
and the latest draft of proposed 
standards, LEED� 2012, contains 
a number of provisions that, if 
approved, could potentially impact 
this industry (see Figures 2 and 3). 

Voting on this latest version will 
take place in June, and LEED� 2012 
will launch in November of this 
year. 

IgCC

With so many different state and 
local jurisdictions setting their own 
green codes, many worry about the 
resulting confusion and conflicts. 
The speedy adoption of the 
International Green Construction 
Codes (IgCC) is looked on hope-
fully as the solution to these 
concerns. Unlike the voluntary 
LEED� standards, the IgCC sets up 
enforceable minimum standards for 
every aspect of building design and 
construction. Supported by both 
the AIA and ASTM International, 
the goal of IgCC is to decrease 
buildings’ energy use and carbon 
footprint. 

However, 77% of those surveyed 
were unsure if they would switch 
their emphasis away from the LEED� 
standard should IgCC become the 
industry standard.

EPDs/LCAs

One of the ways the IgCC seeks 
to promote building efficiency is by 
requiring building system perfor-
mance verification. This places 
increased emphasis on materials 
selection and the veracity of envi-

ronmental performance data. 
There has been growing pressure 

from users, specifiers and govern-
ments for manufacturers to mini-
mize confusion about green claims 
by adopting a uniform system for 
evaluating the true environmental 

costs of building materials.
Referred to by some as an “envi-

ronmental nutrition label,” EPD�s 
are gaining traction as the answer 
to demands for transparency (read 
more on EPD�s, page 30). Release of 
Pilot Credit 43 by the USGBC has 
also created a new incentive for 
manufacturers to develop EPD�s and 
obtain third-party certification of 
their environmental claims. 

The claims made in EPD�s must 
be based on life cycle assessments 
(LCAs), which study the effects of 
products “cradle to grave”—from 
raw material extraction all the 
way to their ultimate decomposi-
tion. They measure the amount of 
energy, waste, air and water pollu-
tion, and CO2 emissions. This level 
of examination allows architects, 
specifiers and consumers to accu-
rately determine which products are 
the most sustainable.

We asked our readers if they had 
explored how upcoming require-
ments for LCAs and EPD�s would 
affect their business and how they 
specify or supply products to a job. 
A full 95% said no.

This	Is	Just	the	Beginning

Although demand for green 
building has been steadily increas-
ing for the last 15 years, when you 
recognize the trend toward net zero 
buildings, it’s clear that we’re still in 

the early days, relatively speaking. 
Many of the movement’s shortcom-
ings have yet to be addressed. An 
in-depth review by the National 
Council for Air and Stream 
Improvement of several LCAs of 
wood and paper products found a 
lack of consistency in the methods 
and assumptions used to track 
carbon during the product life cycle, 
leading to different and potentially 
contrary results. The draft of LEED� 
2012 does not recognize any forestry 
certification other than FSC for its 
Responsible Sourcing and Materials 
Transparency credits, and in the 
absence of comprehensive LCAs, 
manufacturers and suppliers of 
wood products are unsure of how 
their materials will rank against 
concrete, steel and others.

In the meantime, owners of green 
or “high-performance” buildings 
are seeing an enormous return on 
their investment, both in energy 
savings and in increased property 
value, and others are taking notice 
and following suit. As a result, the 
demand for third-party verification 
of building performance claims 
is increasing, and its inclusion 
in LEED� 2012 will only intensify 
demand. The list of green codes and 
standards is lengthy and growing 
(see page 9), and companies must 
begin the process of learning about 
these new requirements and exam-
ining their product lines to see what 
changes and improvements can be 
made to meet this growing demand. 
The longer our industry ignores this 
fundamental shift in how buildings 
are designed and constructed, the 
further behind we will fall in the 
race toward the net zero energy 
buildings of the future.  

About the Author: Jess Madden is the editor 
of D�&H magazine. She can be reached at 
jmadden@dhi.org.

1.6 million square feet of building space is LEED certified every day.
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I 
N 2009, THE ICC (INTERNATIONAL COD�E COUNCIL) 
recognized that the fire-rated glazing (FRG) provisions of 
the IBC were confusing and appointed an ad hoc committee 

comprised of fire and building officials, test agencies and industry 
representatives to study the glazing labeling provisions and make 
recommended code changes. As a result, three tables in the 2012 
IBC were revised: Tables 716.3, 716.5 and 716.6. This is significant 
because, for the first time, the IBC recognizes the difference between 
fire-protective and fire-resistive glazing and clearly outlines their 
allowed applications and limitations.

It’s important to note that these are not new code requirements, but 
rather a clarification of the 2006 and 2009 editions of the IBC. Even 
though the new tables will not be adopted locally until jurisdictions 
accept the 2012 IBC, they are useful today in understanding the 2006 and 2009 IBC glazing requirements. The 
requirements contained in the new tables have been in effect since the 2006 IBC and conform to what NFPA 80 
provided in the 1999 and 2007 NFPA 80 editions, which are incorporated by reference in the 2012 IBC. 

2012 IBC Clarifies Fire-Rated Glass and 
Framing Applications

Courtesy of International Code Council, Inc.

Photos Courtesy of SAFTIFIRST

Fire-resistive 90-minute pair of doors with fire-resistive 120-minute sidelites and transoms in a 2-hour wall application

By Diana San Diego
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Table	716.3.	Marking	Fire-Rated	Glazing	Assemblies
Table 716.3 clarifies recent glazing label-marking 

requirements, which mandate that FRG be marked 
with a letter designation corresponding to the test 
standard to which the product was tested.

 ■ The letter “W” means that the glazing has 
been tested to the fire wall test standard 
(ASTM E-119/NFPA 251/UL 263) and thus is 
classified as fire resistive. 

 ■ Glazing products that are marked “OH” show 
that the glazing has been tested to the fire 
window test standard NFPA 257 and meets 
both the fire endurance and hose stream 
requirements of the test standard. 

 ■ The letter “D�” indicates that the glazing 
product has been tested to the fire door test 
standard NFPA 252, and the marking “H” 
means that it passes the hose stream procedure. 
The marking “T” means that the glazing meets 
the temperature rise limits required for doors 
used in exit enclosures and passageways. 

Note that some products have been tested 
to more than one standard and have multiple 
markings. For example, if a fire-resistive glazing 
product has been fire tested both as a wall and 
door assembly, it will carry a dual marking of 
“W” and “D�HT.” This product can be used in 
large vision panels in 60- and 90-minute doors. 
Fire-protective glazing marked only as “D�H,” 
such as safety wired glass or safety ceramic, is 
limited to 100 square inches in 60- and 90-minute 
door applications.

Fire-resistive 90-minute pair of doors with fire-resistive  
120-minute transparent wall glazing in a 2-hour wall application

FIRE TEST STANDARD MARKING DEFINITION OF MARKING

ASTM E119 or UL 263 W Meets wall assembly criteria.

NFPA 257 or UL 9 OH Meets fire window assembly criteria  
including the hose stream test.

NFPA 252 or UL 10B or UL 10C D

H

T

Meets fire door assembly criteria.

Meets fire door assembly hose stream test.

Meets 450° F temperature rise criteria  
for 30 minutes.

XXX The time in minutes of the fire resistance or 
fire protection rating of the glazing assembly.

Table 716.3 Courtesy of International Code Council, Inc.
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Type of  
Assembly

Required 
Wall  
Assembly 
Rating (hrs.)

Minimum 
Fire Door 
and Fire 
Shutter  
Assembly  
Rating (hrs.)

Door  
Vision Panel 
Size

Fire-Rated  
Glazing 
Marking 
Door Vision 
Panel 

Minimum Sidelite/Transom  
Assembly Rating (hrs.)

Fire-Rated Glazing Marking 
Sidelite/Transom Panel

Fire  
Protection

Fire  
Resistance

Fire  
Protection

Fire  
Resistance

Shaft, exit 
enclosures 
and exit 
passageway 
walls

2 1½ 100 sq. in.c,d

<=100 sq. in. 
= D-H-90

>100 sq. in.  
= D-H-T-90  

or 
D-H-T-W-90

Not Permitted 2 Not Permitted W-120

Fire barriers 
having a 
required rating 
of 1 hour: 
Enclosures 
for shafts, 
exit access 
stairways, etc.

1 1 100 sq. in.c,d

<=100 sq. in.  
= D-H-60 

>100 sq. in. 
= D-H-T-60  

or 
D-H-T-W-60

Not Permitted 1 Not Permitted W-60

Fire partitions/
corridor walls

1 1⁄3b Maximum 
Size Tested D-20 ¾b N/A D-H-OH-45 N/A

0.5 1⁄3b Maximum 
Size Tested D-20 1⁄3 N/A D-H-OH-20 N/A

Other fire 
partitions

1 ¾ Maximum 
Size Tested D-H-45 ¾ N/A D-H-45 N/A

0.5 1⁄3 Maximum 
Size Tested D-H-20 1⁄3 N/A D-H-20 N/A

Type of Wall Assembly
Required Wall Assembly 

Rating (hrs.)
Minimum Fire Window 
Assembly Rating (hrs.)

Fire-Rated Glazing  
Marking

Interior Walls
Fire walls
Fire barriers

Incidental use  
areas (707.3.6), 
mixed-occupancy 
separations (707.3.8)

Fire partitions

Smoke barriers

All
>1
1

1

1
0.5
1

NPa

NPa

NPa

¾

¾
1⁄3
¾

W-XXXb

W-XXXb   
W-XXXb

OH-45 or W-60

OH-45 or W-60
OH-20 or W-30
OH-45 or W-60

Exterior Walls >1
1

0.5

1½
¾
1⁄3

OH-90 or W-XXXb

OH-45 or W-60
OH-20 or W-30

Party Wall All NP Not Applicable

Table 716.5 (Revised 715.4)

Table 716.6

Courtesy of International Code Council, Inc.

Courtesy of International Code Council, Inc.
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Table	716.5	(Revised	715.4).	Opening		
Fire	Protection	Assemblies,	Ratings	and	Markings

In reviewing the glazing provisions of the code, the 
ad hoc committee recommended significant changes to 
the door assembly rating Table 716.5. For the first time, 
the code clearly lays out the vision panel size limits 
and adds a column that specifies the sidelite and tran-
som rating requirements. Importantly, the table distin-
guishes between the use of fire “protection” rated (or 
fire-protective) products and fire “resistance” rated 
(or fire-resistive) products. It also makes it easy for the 
end user to identify appropriate size limits affecting 
fire-protective glazing, where fire-resistive products 
must be used if glazing is desired in larger sizes, and 
where the code would not otherwise allow FRG. The 
table shown on the previous page is an excerpt from 
Table 716.5.

Note that 60-minute (1-hour) and 90-minute 
(1½-hour) doors require 60-minute and 120-minute 
fire-resistive sidelites/transoms respectively. Fire-
protective sidelites and transoms are not permitted in 
this application. Also, 20-minute (¹⁄₃-hour) doors in a 
1-hour exit corridor require 45-minute fire-protective 
sidelites/transoms.

Table	716.6.	Fire	Window	Assembly		
Fire	Protection	Ratings

The ad hoc committee recommended an expansion 
of the information in Table 716.6, a table specifying 
required fire window ratings. As in Table 716.5, Table 
716.6 now clarifies where fire-protective products are 
allowed, where fire-resistive glazing must be used 
(e.g., in 2-hour interior walls), and where fire-protec-
tive windows are not permitted. Table 716.6 in the 2012 
IBC further clarifies that fire windows are not permit-
ted in 1-hour fire barriers used as exit enclosures or 
passageways, but are permitted in fire barriers used as 
incidental use areas and mixed occupancies. 

 ■ The marking “NP” stands for “not permitted.” 
However, there is an exception. Fire-resistive 
glazing assemblies tested to ASTM E-119 are 
allowed. 

 ■ “XXX” is a place holder for the fire rating dura-
tion in minutes, which is equal to the fire-resistive 
rating required for the wall assembly.
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Code	Change	Removes	Sprinkler	Tradeoff	for	
Doors	in	Exit	Enclosures	and	Passageways

To repeat, nearly all of the modifications to Tables 
716.3, 716.5 and 716.6 in the 2012 IBC are intended 
to clarify requirements and limitations on FRG 
in effect since the 2006 IBC. These 2012 IBC tables 
do, however, include one important code change. 
Previous editions of the code provided for an 
exception that allowed larger fire-protective vision 
panels in fire doors used in exit enclosures and 
passageways when the building was fully sprin-
klered. The new 2012 IBC removes that sprinkler 
exception and now reads as follows:
 716.5.5.1 Glazing in doors. Fire protection rated 

glazing in excess of 100 sq. inches (0.065m2) 
is not permitted. Fire resistance rated glazing 
in excess of 100 sq. inches (0.065m2) shall be 
permitted in fire door assemblies when tested as 
components of the door assemblies, and not as 
glass lights, and shall have the maximum end 
temperature rise of 450 degrees F (250 degrees C) 
in accordance with 716.5.5.

Section 716.5.5.1 makes it very clear that fire-
protective glazing cannot exceed 100 square inches. 
It further states that fire-resistive glazing is allowed 
in excess of 100 square inches as long as it limits the 
temperature rise to 450 degrees F above ambient after 
30 minutes of fire exposure. There is no question that 
fire-resistive glazing meets this requirement. 

Note that no fire-protective glazing product can 
meet the 450 degrees F above ambient after 30 
minutes of fire exposure. Therefore, the code makes it 
clear that it is limited to 100 square inches, regardless 
of whether or not the building is fully sprinklered. 

The ICC made this change in recognition of 
the hazards of radiant heat transmission because 
sprinklers in a building fail to eliminate the life 
safety and fire spread hazards posed by the unre-
stricted transmission of radiant heat through large 
sizes of fire-protective glazing panels in 60- and 
90-minute doors, especially when those doors are 
protecting exit enclosures and exit passageways 
deemed essential for occupant life safety. 

The 2012 IBC tables also clarify that sidelites and 
transoms around 60- and 90-minute exit enclosure 
and passageway doors must be fire resistive and 
rated equal to the wall. These exit enclosures and 

passageways are integral to life safety, and occu-
pants need to be protected from dangerous radiant 
heat levels transmitted through fully glazed exit 
enclosure doors, sidelights and transoms. 

A	Cautionary	Note	about	Fire-Rated	Glazing	Listings

One reason why end users are frequently 
confused about the proper use of fire-protective 
versus fire-resistive glazing products is the way in 
which they are listed by test agencies, such as UL 
and ITS. It is important for design professionals 
and code enforcement officials to understand that 
the listing agencies do not list FRG products in 
accordance with the codes or limitations on their 
use. Instead, test agencies simply report the sizes 
and types of assemblies in which a FRG product 
has been tested. For example, test agencies often 
list certain ceramic products in 60- and 90-minute 
sidelite and transom assemblies that are not permit-
ted under any building code in the United States. 
Accordingly, listings cannot be relied on for deter-
mining accepted code applications of FRG products. 

When	in	Doubt,	Seek	the	Manufacturer’s	Expertise

Advances in FRG technology over the last 30 
years have changed how the building community 
uses these specialized products. The new genera-
tion of clear fire-rated products includes several 
custom options (e.g. ballistic attack or hurricane 
defense), reduced UV transmission, noise abate-
ment benefits and various decorative make-ups, 
affording professionals almost unlimited design 
possibilities. The codes and testing agencies are 
working to catch up with technological advances. 

Never hesitate to consult the FRG manufacturer 
if you have questions about product performance, 
allowed applications, or need help in understanding 
the code requirements. In some cases, it makes sense 
to involve the manufacturer in early design phases, 
especially when dealing with highly technical prod-
ucts such as FRG. With ever-changing codes and rapid 
advances in material technology, product and industry 
knowledge in the selection and use of FRG products 
can help you save time, money and lives.  

About the Author: Diana San Diego is the Director of Marketing 
for SAFTI FIRST Fire Rated Glazing Solutions.







S THE WORLD’S CONSUMPTION OF NATURAL RESOURCES CONTINUES 

to grow at an ever-increasing rate, the design and manufacture of 

environmentally responsible products is no longer a luxury but a 

necessity. From electronics to textiles to food production, producers are 

giving increased attention to the environmental impact of their products 

across the entire product life cycle. These considerations span design 

and manufacturing, through actual use, to end of life. Such efforts from 

producers are now leading toward the collection and compilation of 

relevant environmental data. This data helps identify opportunities for 

improvement along the supply chain, often taking the form of a life cycle 

assessment (LCA). However, there are many ways to distribute this data. 

Ever yone benef its when a product ’s claim of environmental 

sustainability is easily validated against objective and transparent criteria, 

thereby simplifying the process of making informed direct comparisons 

among similar products. An environmental product declaration (EPD) is a 

validation tool that offers manufacturers a standard approach for assessing 

the environmental impact of their products and provides buyers with an 

effective framework for making direct product comparisons. As such, an 

EPD addresses the needs of both manufacturers and buyers seeking clear, 

credible and precise information. 

This article discusses the use and importance of EPDs in the validation 

and certification of life cycle-based product environmental impacts. It then 

reviews the steps in creating EPDs consistent with the requirements of ISO 

14025 2006, Environmental labels and declarations—Type III environmental 

declarations—Principles and procedures, and discusses the important 

role of an EPD program operator in developing and running an 

effective EPD program. The article concludes with a look at 

potential developments regarding the use of EPDs in 

support of product environmental claims. 

Transparency & the Role of 
Environmental Product Declarations

A
By Heather Gadonniex
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What	Is	an	EPD?

An EPD� is a single, comprehensive 
disclosure of a product’s life cycle-
based environmental impact that has 
been validated by an independent 
third party. An EPD� reports the 
results of a product’s life cycle assess-
ment (LCA), as well as any other 
information relevant to a product’s 
environmental profile. Typically, an 
EPD� includes information on the 
product’s carbon footprint and its 
potential impact on global warming, 
ozone depletion, acidification of land 
and water, eutrophication (an impact 
of water pollution), photochemical 
ozone creation, and the depletion of 
abiotic resources. Additionally, an 
EPD� can include other pertinent envi-
ronmental and health-related impacts 
that are of particular interest to the 
discloser. 

EPD�s are categorized as a Type 
III eco-label as defined under 
ISO 14025. Type III eco-labels are 
succinct, fact-based documents 
that provide specific information 
by category. Unlike Type II labels, 
which are self-declarations often 
used by manufacturers to claim an 
environmental benefit related to the 
product or its use, or Type I labels, 
which verify compliance with a 
specific environmental standard, 
Type III eco-labels require inde-
pendent validation of a product’s 
environmental impact. As such, 
EPD�s promote greater transparency 
of important environmental impact 
information and ease buyers’ efforts 
to make objective comparisons 
among similar products. 

It is important to note the distinc-
tion between an EPD� and an LCA. 
An LCA is an essential component 
of an EPD� that evaluates a product’s 
environmental impact throughout 
its various life stages, from material 

and component sourcing though 
final disposal or recycling. It 
provides a comprehensive picture 
of the amount of energy, water 
and materials consumed in the 
production and use of a product. 
Manufacturers use the insights an 
LCA provides to make changes 
along their current supply and 
production chains, improving a 
product’s environmental profile. 

To complete an LCA, manufactur-
ers can use in-house resources or 
work with a third-party provider. 
Providers currently conducting LCAs 
for EPD�s include PE International, 
Inc., Quantis, and ATHENA 
Sustainable Materials Institute. 

While an LCA is useful in identi-
fying improvements to a product’s 
environmental impact over time, 
it is not typically used to commu-
nicate externally comparative 
impacts among multiple products 
within a category. To compare life 
cycle-based product impacts from 
multiple products within the same 
category, LCAs must be conducted 
following the same set of guidelines, 
known as product category rules 
(PCRs). An LCA that is based on 
objective, identifiable product cate-

gory rules provides the transpar-
ency necessary for comparing one 
product with another but requires 
the rigorous process necessary for 
creating an EPD� to provide the 
optimal platform for understanding 
product environmental impacts. 

Why	EPDs	Are	Important	

In today’s global economy, the chal-
lenge of managing an entire supply 

and production chain is a complex 
task facing producers in every indus-
try. When it comes to manufacturing 
environmentally sustainable prod-
ucts, the plethora of often-misleading 
claims about the environmental 
profile of components and supplies 
magnifies this challenge. What 
manufacturers, architects, designers 
and purchasers require is objective 
and unbiased environmental infor-
mation presented in a manner that 
eases comparisons between similar 
products.

Buyers and product speci-
fiers are increasingly demand-
ing environmental information 
about the products they select. 
For example, research conducted 
by an independent third party 
for UL Environment in October 
2010 found that more than 90% of 
architects and building designers 
surveyed have researched, speci-
fied or purchased so-called green 
products during the past year and 
are continuing to seek products 
with accompanying environmental 
impact assessments. Buyers and 
specifiers are driving the demand 
for environmentally preferable 
products, but they increasingly 

require transparent information 
that makes product comparison 
more efficient and effective. 

The widespread adoption and 
use of industry standards provides 
manufacturers with uniform path-
ways to efficiently bring products 
to market and provides buyers 
with confidence about a product’s 
safety and performance. In a similar 
fashion, EPD�s represent an impor-
tant, multi-purpose tool that helps 

Buyers and product specifiers are increasingly demanding 
environmental information about the products they select.
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manufacturers and buyers more 
easily understand the environmental 
impact of the products they produce 
and buy, allowing them to make more 
informed purchasing decisions. As 
such, EPD�s are an important element 
in the overall effort to reduce envi-
ronmentally damaging production 
practices and preserve the availability 
of important natural resources. 

There are several ways in which 
the use of EPD�s helps to achieve 
these goals: 

■ As a management tool to mon-
itor product environmental data 
and to improve product envi-
ronmental performance

■ As a communication tool to pro-
vide unbiased product environ-
mental information to enhance 
overall awareness of the envi-
ronmental impact of products

■ As an evaluation/assessment 
tool for benchmarking envi-
ronmental information and for 
evaluating and making product 
selection decisions

■ As a procurement tool to 
achieve government, institu-
tional or corporate environ-
mental objectives

■ As an action tool to broadly 
disseminate product envi-
ronmental information to the 
public, and to identify concerns 
about efforts to improve product 
environmental sustainability

Are	EPDs	Required?	

EPD�s have been used extensively 
for years, mostly in the European 
Union (EU) and in Japan. In France, 
for example, the government-
backed Environment Round Table 
(Le Grenelle Environnement) has 
proposed that all high-volume 
consumer products imported into 

the country be accompanied by an 
EPD�.1 In the United Kingdom, the 
Building Research Establishment 
Environmental Assessment 
Methodology (BREEAM) currently 
encourages the use of EPD�s as a 
guidance tool to help licensed asses-
sors select green building products.2 
Outside of the EU, Masdar City, 
a large-scale eco-city project in 
Abu D�habi, is encouraging the 
use of EPD�s and LCAs to use to 
evaluate the products used in its 
construction.3

Although regulators in the United 
States, both federal and state, do not 
currently require EPD�s, purchas-
ing mandates may create de facto 
requirements for manufacturers 
and producers. A key example is 
Executive Order 13514,4 issued by 
U.S. President Obama in October 
2009, which requires U.S. federal 
agencies to “leverage federal 
purchasing power to promote envi-
ronmentally-responsible products 
and technologies.”5 It is expected 
that the U.S. General Services 
Administration (GSA) will incorpo-
rate compliance with standards for 
sustainability and EPD�s as a factor 
in government purchasing deci-
sions in 2012 or 2013. With annual 
expenditures approaching nearly 
$6 trillion annually, such a move by 
the federal government could very 
well speed the acceptance and use 
of EPD�s by private industry. 

Even in the absence of national 
regulations, the use of EPD�s is 
often driven by initiatives within 
individual industries. For example, 
the United States Green Building 
Council (USGBC) has contributed to 
the increased interest in the use of 
EPD�s in the U.S. building industry 
through a pilot credit proposed in 
June 2011 under its Leadership in 
Energy and Environmental D�esign 

(LEED�) program for projects utiliz-
ing products that are accompanied 
by an LCA or EPD�. The second draft 
of the LEED� rating system, slated 
for release in 2012, is expected to 
adopt the credit for “non-structural 
materials transparency” and likely 
will result in the global adoption of 
the credit through the more than 
50 national green building councils 
that make up the World Green 
Building Council. 

In the short term, it is likely that 
buyer requirements and industry 
norms, rather than regulations, will 
continue to drive the expanded use 
of EPD�s in the United States. While 
this may provide manufacturers 
and producers with some flexibility 
regarding the adoption of EPD�s, 
shifts in market demand are likely 
to occur much more quickly and 
with less advanced notice than 
formal regulations. Companies that 
demonstrate leadership by adopt-
ing EPD�s will drive all industry 
participants to embrace the process 
to remain competitive. 

The	Process	for	Developing	an	EPD

There are five separate steps 
involved in the creation of an ISO 
14025-compliant EPD�, as illustrated 
in Figure 1 (see page 34).

The following sections provide a 
brief explanation of each of the five 
steps for developing an EPD�.
1. Select the appropriate product 
category rule (PCR).

PCRs describe the scope and 
methodology for performing an 
LCA, the data foundation for an 
EPD�, and provide detailed require-
ments for additional environmental 
and health information disclosure. 
Therefore, the first step in creating 
a compliant EPD� is to find an appli-
cable PCR for a particular product. 
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When an appropriate PCR does not 
exist, a new PCR must be developed 
and approved for use through a 
credible EPD� program operator.
2. Conduct and verify the product 
life cycle assessment (LCA).

A range of factors is used to assess 
a product’s environmental perfor-
mance. Such factors include energy 
and resource consumption, waste 
generation, pollutant emissions, 
impacts during use, and end-of-life 
considerations. An LCA provides a 
structure for identifying and assess-
ing these and other factors. Once an 
LCA is conducted on a particular 
product, it must be verified by an 
independent party to ensure that it 
meets the requirements defined in 
the product category rules. 
3. Compile the EPD.

Once the applicable PCR has 
been identified or developed and 
an LCA completed, an EPD� can 
then be prepared. The EPD� presents 
the results of the LCA, as well as 
additional information about the 
product’s performance and other 
sustainability information. 

4. Verify the EPD.
When the EPD� has been 

completed, it must be submitted to 
an independent third party for a 
thorough review and verification of 
the results presented and any addi-
tional information supplied. This 
step is normally conducted through 
an EPD� program operator. 
5. Register the EPD.

The last step in the process of 
creating an ISO 14025-compliant 
EPD� is the submission of the final 
document to an EPD� program 
operator for registration and inclu-
sion in the operator’s published list 
of registered EPD�s.

What	if	a	New	PCR	Is	Required?

The PCR is a key element of the 
EPD� development process. It specifi-
cally defines the information that 
will be reported to ensure that an 
EPD� accurately reflects a product’s 
environmental impact. The PCR 
provides a model for the rest of the 
actions related to the development 
of an EPD�.

Under the requirements of ISO 
14025, an existing PCR is to be used 
whenever a suitable one is available. 
The intent of these requirements is 
to facilitate the global harmoniza-
tion of PCRs and eliminate duplica-
tion of effort. For these reasons, 
program operators and other parties 
involved in the creation of PCRs 
are required to maintain publically 
available lists of the PCRs they 
create so that other parties can 
easily determine whether an exist-
ing PCR is suitable for use in the 
development of an EPD�. 

However, because there currently 
are relatively few publically avail-
able PCRs, the development of an 
EPD� will often require the creation 
of a new PCR. In such cases, the 
creation of a new PCR follows the 
sequence illustrated in Figure 2.

Of the steps involved in the PCR 
development process, the most 
crucial is the open consultation 
procedure that takes place around 
the draft PCR. Similar to the 
consultation process already used in 
the development of industry stan-

Figure 2: The PCR Development Process
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dards, the important aspects of the open consultation 
procedure in the development of PCRs are found in the 
following sections.
Identify the open consultation participants.

Any interested party that has specific questions 
about a PCR or wishes to comment on the document 
shall be allowed to participate in the open consultation 
procedure. The parties may include material suppliers, 
manufacturers, trade associations, purchasers, users, 
consumers, nongovernmental organizations, public 
agencies, LCA practitioners and certification bodies.
Invite parties to take part in the open consultation.

The program operator preparing a draft PCR is 
responsible for posting the draft document on a publi-
cally accessible website and alerting interested parties 
regarding its availability for discussion and comment. 
A mechanism should be provided so that participants 
can submit comments for consideration. 
Modify the draft PCR to reflect the comments received.

Following changes or amendments to a draft PCR, 
a program operator submits a final version of the PCR 
to a review panel for approval. The program operator 
should also prepare a short summary of the comments 
received through the open consultation procedure and 
the resulting changes to the draft document. 

The Role of the EPD Program Operator

All Type III EPD programs are guided by the require-
ments set out in ISO 14025. According to the standard, a 
program operator is responsible for the administration 
of the entire EPD program, therefore playing a signifi-
cant role in the program’s effectiveness and acceptance.

As defined in ISO 14025, a program operator’s responsi-
bilities include, but are not limited to, the following tasks:

■ Preparing, maintaining and communicating gen-
eral program instructions

■ Publishing the names of entities involved as inter-
ested parties in program development

■ Ensuring that all environmental declaration 
requirements are followed 

■ Establishing procedures to ensure the consistency 
of all collected data

■ Publishing PCR documents and Type III environmental 
declarations developed under the program, and main-
taining publically available lists of those documents

■ Monitoring procedural changes in other environ-
mental declaration programs, and revising  
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dards, the important aspects of the open consultation 
procedure in the development of PCRs are found in the 
following sections.
Identify the open consultation participants.

Any interested party that has specific questions 
about a PCR or wishes to comment on the document 
shall be allowed to participate in the open consultation 
procedure. The parties may include material suppliers, 
manufacturers, trade associations, purchasers, users, 
consumers, nongovernmental organizations, public 
agencies, LCA practitioners and certification bodies.
Invite parties to take part in the open consultation.

The program operator preparing a draft PCR is 
responsible for posting the draft document on a publi-
cally accessible website and alerting interested parties 
regarding its availability for discussion and comment. 
A mechanism should be provided so that participants 
can submit comments for consideration. 
Modify the draft PCR to reflect the comments received.

Following changes or amendments to a draft PCR, 
a program operator submits a final version of the PCR 
to a review panel for approval. The program operator 
should also prepare a short summary of the comments 
received through the open consultation procedure and 
the resulting changes to the draft document. 

The	Role	of	the	EPD	Program	Operator

All Type III EPD� programs are guided by the require-
ments set out in ISO 14025. According to the standard, a 
program operator is responsible for the administration 
of the entire EPD� program, therefore playing a signifi-
cant role in the program’s effectiveness and acceptance.

As defined in ISO 14025, a program operator’s responsi-
bilities include, but are not limited to, the following tasks:

■ Preparing, maintaining and communicating gen-
eral program instructions

■ Publishing the names of entities involved as inter-
ested parties in program development

■ Ensuring that all environmental declaration 
requirements are followed 

■ Establishing procedures to ensure the consistency 
of all collected data

■ Publishing PCR documents and Type III environmental 
declarations developed under the program, and main-
taining publically available lists of those documents

■ Monitoring procedural changes in other environ-
mental declaration programs, and revising  
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procedures and documentation 
as necessary

■ Selecting competent, indepen-
dent verifiers and PCR review 
panels (according to 8.2.3 of the 
ISO standard)

■ Establishing a transparent pro-
cess for PCR reviews, including 
the review scope and the com-
position of the PCR review 
panel (according to 8.1.2)

One of a program operator’s most 
important responsibilities is deter-
mining whether an existing PCR 
is sufficient for the assessment at 

hand or if the development of a new 
PCR is required. In cases in which 
a new PCR is deemed necessary, 
a program operator should make 
every effort to facilitate harmoniza-
tion with similar documents by 
adopting content from existing 
PCRs in the same product category. 
Efforts to achieve harmonization 
with existing PCRs, and the reasons 
for not adopting available content, 
should be documented in any new 
PCR.

What’s	Ahead	for	EPDs

As previously noted, program 
operators and other parties involved 
in the development of PCRs and 
EPD�s are responsible for the 
creation and maintenance of publi-
cally available lists so that other 
parties can determine if suitable 
product category requirements 
already have been developed. 
However, compliance with this 
provision of ISO 14025 is not 
uniform. This creates duplicate 

work and results in the development 
of PCRs that are not harmonized 
with other documents addressing 
similar product categories. 

Some organizations are look-
ing ahead to the development of 
a centralized, publically available 
system for recording all existing 
PCRs, as well as current activity in 
the development of new ones. Such 
a system would facilitate the harmo-
nization of PCRs within and across 
product categories, reducing the 
need for new PCRs in many cases 
and easing the process of creating 
harmonized PCRs when new ones 

are required. Ultimately, such a 
system would further the overall 
objective of bringing environmen-
tally preferable products to market 
more quickly and efficiently. 

Conclusion

EPD�s are an important validation 
tool that allow manufacturers to 
objectively assess the environmen-
tal sustainability of their products 
while providing buyers with clear 
and credible information necessary 
to make direct product compari-
sons. EPD�s are already widely used 
in other industrialized countries, 
and recent efforts by both govern-
ment and industry in the United 
States point to their expanded 
use here. In addition, buyers and 
product specifiers in a number of 
industries are increasingly demand-
ing transparent data that supports 
claims of the environmental 
sustainability of the products they 
select, ensuring a growing demand 
for EPD�-backed products.

However, the role and purpose 
of EPD�s are not widely understood 
today. Further, the process of creat-
ing an ISO 14025-compliant EPD� is 
complex, even for manufacturers 
already familiar with traditional 
conformity assessment procedures. 
As such, manufacturers should seek 
the counsel and assistance of an 
experienced EPD� program operator 
early in their efforts to develop and 
implement a successful EPD� strategy.

In the increasingly competi-
tive marketplace for environ-
mentally sustainable solutions, 
EPD�-backed products better 
enable buyers to make objective 
and informed purchasing deci-
sions. Manufacturers that offer 
EPD�-backed products can gain 
important competitive advantages 
against producers who lack proof 
of product sustainability, result-
ing in winning broader market 
share. Finally, manufacturers 
who use EPD�s help to create a 
greater public awareness of the 
environmental impact of prod-
ucts, thereby contributing to 
global sustainability efforts.  

About the Author: Heather Gadonniex is the 
EPD Program Manager for UL Environment. 
She can be reached at heather.gadonniex@ul.com.
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1.  Manufacturer’s Ordering Criteria
Not all manufacturers use the same ordering parameters. Some 
use the door cutout for the order size; others use the inside or 
outside dimensions of the frame. Make sure that you know 
which one to use, as well as if the ordering format is height x 
width or width x height for both lites and louvers.
2.  Exterior or High-Humidity Installations
A good powder-coat paint will coat both the outside and inside 
of the lite or louver, protecting the metal, but you may need to 
specify materials that are designed for exterior or high-humidity 

use. Either galvanized or stainless materials or a zinc electroplating applied to the 
assembled piece before the paint can achieve a higher level of protection. Not all 
louvers can be zinc-plated, though, so be sure to consult the manufacturer to find 
out which option is best. Aluminum construction for non-rated vision lites and 
louvers is another alternative in these cases. Some specialty aluminum louvers are 
designed with water baffles to reduce water infiltration.
3. Glass Size
The vision lite and the glazing need to be coordinated in order to not exceed the 
ratings for each. The total assembly determines the rating, so select both a vision 
lite and glazing that will be within the parameters for that door’s rating. Your local 
Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) can provide you with those guidelines. There 
are many glazing choices today, including commonly used fire- and safety-rated 
ones that can be used in sizes over 2,500 square inches with a 90-minute rating.
4.  Prepping the Door with Holes, Channels and Clips
Many vision lites and louvers now available are self-fastening. They do not require 
drilling holes in the door to mount the vision frame, and the corridor side of the 
frame can be specified without any visible fasteners for those models. Additionally, 
many models do not require welded channels or clips to support the vision frame 
in hollow metal doors. Take a look at several manufacturers’ products to see which 
one will work best for you, and consider time saved in door prep and installation. 
5. Fire-Rated Glazing Tape
Not all vision frames need a fire-rated glazing tape to achieve the stated listing; 
however, some manufacturers do suggest that a non-rated glazing tape be used 
to protect the glass from contact with the metal vision lite. Vision frames that 
need to be listed for UL10C and criteria of UBC 7-2, Positive Pressure, may require 
special glazing tape, so be sure to check with the manufacturer for installation 
recommendations. 

10 Things to Consider 
when Selecting a 
Vision Lite or Louver

By Nona Peterson
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6. Special Orders
You may be ordering a different 
product than usual if your door is not 
1¾", needs an STC rating, will have 
glazing thicker than ¼", or you will 
be ordering glazing from a different 
supplier than the vision lite provider. 
All manufacturers have vision lites 
for varied thickness doors and glaz-
ing, and some offer recommenda-
tions for achieving an STC rating of 
30 or above. If you are purchasing 
glazing from another supplier, make 
sure you have the correct glass thick-
ness before ordering your vision lite.
7. Glass Coordination
Many suppliers now offer vision 
lite with glazing and tape applied 
in individually packaged units. 
This option assures that the glazing 
fits the vision lite and provides the 
convenience of packaging all compo-
nents ready-to-use off the shelf. 
8. Testing Agency Ratings
Fire-rated lites and louvers in 
the U.S. and Canada are most 
commonly listed and labeled by 
Intertek Warnock Hersey, Inc. 
(WHI) or Underwriters Laboratories 
(UL)—nationally recognized testing 
laboratories approved by OSHA. 
Find out from your AHJ which one 
is required in your area. Look for 
the listing mark with the manufac-
turer’s name, testing agency and 
testing number stamped into the 
lite or louver to facilitate the  
inspection process. 

9.  2012 IBC Marking of  
Fire-Rated Glazing Assemblies

Look for these codes as local 
jurisdictions adopt them and the 
glass manufacturers update their 
labeling. These markings will tell 
you where the glass can be used 
and which tests it has passed. “W” 
meets wall assembly criteria, “OH” 
meets fire window assembly criteria 
including the hose stream test, “D�” 
meets the fire door assembly, “H” 
is for glass meeting the fire door 
assembly hose stream test, and “T” 
is for glazing meeting temperature-
rise criteria. The two- or three-digit 
number following the letter(s) 
shows the fire rating in minutes. 
One type of glazing may meet 
several of those criteria.
10. Temperature-Rise Doors
Fire-rated louvers cannot be used 
in temperature-rise doors, but most 
manufacturers have vision lites that 
can when the correctly listed glaz-
ing is specified. Look for glazing 
with a 60- to 90-minute tempera-
ture-rise rating. Height and width 
are restricted, and the maximum 
size in these doors is 100 square 
inches unless the glazing has radi-
ant heat barrier properties.  

About the Author: Nona Peterson is the 
Marketing Coordinator for Activar Construction 
Products Group. She can be reached at 
nmpeterson@activarcpg.com.
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Life Safety  
 Can Be Green 

By Jeff Razwick

CCORDING TO THE U.S. ENERGY INFORMATION ADMINISTRATION, BUILDINGS CONSUME 
76% of power plant-generated electricity in the U.S.1 Since artificial lighting accounts for 
a sizable portion of this electrical demand, building teams are more frequently incorpo-
rating strategies for maximizing daylight capture within their building plans to reduce 
energy usage and costs. Increasingly, such strategies include fire-rated glazing.

Unlike concrete, masonry and other fire-blocking materials, fire-rated glass allows 
light to reach deep into interior spaces. More importantly, its unique composition 
allows it to provide around-the-clock protection against the spread of fire and smoke. 

Today, as technological developments continue to give rise to increasingly sophisti-
cated fire-rated glass systems, it is possible for building teams to meet fire ratings and 
have large expanses of glass instead of being limited to smaller windows, borrowed 
lites, and small view panes in doors.

The	Emergence	of	Sophisticated	Fire-Rated	Glass	Systems

Modern fire-rated glass systems are sleek, clear and versatile, providing high levels 
of fire and life safety performance with little or no aesthetic impact on sightlines, 
views and neighboring glazed applications. These advanced systems are the result of 
two key technological breakthroughs.

The first pertains to fire-protective glazing—glass that defends against the spread 
of flames and smoke (compared to fire-resistive glazing, which also blocks heat trans-
fer). Manufacturers now offer fire-protective glazing that is clearer and thinner, with 
negligible surface imperfections. Such high-clarity glass is beneficial for door assem-
blies and large sections of borrowed lites, as color and surface imperfections in older 
products can be visible in applications where viewers may come into close proximity 
with the glass. Closer resemblances to ordinary float glass help building professionals 
provide crisp, clear glazing in areas that necessitate fire-rated materials by code. 

Another important development is the growth in fire-resistive glazing options. 
Manufacturers can now pair fire-resistive glass with narrow-profile, fire-resistive frames. 
These integrated products can pass the test standards for solid walls, allowing building 
teams to create glazed areas that extend from floor to ceiling, wall to wall, and across 
multiple stories while protecting building occupants and construction from the high heat 
generated by building fires.

A

Fire-Rated Glazing Proves
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No longer limited to small panes 
of traditional wired glass, building 
teams can select from a range of 
fire-rated glass systems than can 
now supplement daylighting design, 
including: 

■ Full-lite door assemblies
■ Transparent glass walls
■ Curtain walls
■ Silicone-glazed curtain walls
■ Glass floors and roofs

Daylighting	Benefits

The flexibility to incorporate 
extensive glazing that also meets 
fire-rating requirements provides 
many daylighting benefits. A 
primary advantage is the ability to 
better maximize light penetration. 
For instance, building teams can 
now align expansive fire-rated glass 
applications in a range of settings 
to draw light deep into a building’s 
core. They can place fire-rated glass 
systems directly in line with non-fire-
rated glazing systems; place them 
above open spaces in interiors, such 
as multi-story shafts (for more on this, 
see Sidebar: D�aylighting through Fire-
Rated Glass Floors); or incorporate 
them in typically hard-to-illuminate 
spaces such as stairwells. Additional 
beneficial orientations can include: 

■ Incorporating fire-rated glass 
panes in corridors and gathering 
areas

■ Using fire-rated glass in the 
interior walls of glazed elevator 
shafts and in corridors

■ Placing fire-rated glass floors 
above interior spaces, such as 
atriums

■ Incorporating exterior fire-rated 
glazing systems (e.g., curtain 
wall or roof system) where fire 
defense is needed on a build-
ing’s perimeter

Transparent fire-rated wall panels help illuminate a stairwell in a corporate office.

Natural light extends through a museum’s full-lite fire-rated glass doors. 
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Another key challenge that 
modern fire-rated glass systems help 
overcome is glass size limitations. As 
discussed previously, fire-resistant 
glass systems are tested to the 
same standards as walls, making 
it possible to use large individual 
panes or curtain walls to create 
great expanses of glazing. Here, the 
benefits are two-fold. Not only can 
large glazed areas capture more 
light within building interiors, they 
can also help building teams earn 
points toward LEED� green building 
ratings. Specifically, building teams 
potentially can earn points toward 
LEED� Indoor Environmental Quality 
(EQ) Credits 8.1 and 8.2, Daylight and 
Views, by providing occupants with 
access to natural light within 75% of 

regularly occupied spaces, as well 
as views to outdoor environments 
within 90% of all regularly occu-
pied areas. For instance, a possible 
method for earning points in this 
category is to draw the line of sight 
or daylight through large, interior 
expanses of fire-rated glazing, 
including for private offices, class-
rooms and similar spaces.

Modern fire-rated glazing prod-
ucts also can enhance safety in 
today’s open building designs by 
dividing them into smaller compart-
ments. The absence of compartmen-
talization in large, shared spaces 
provides an opportunity for faster 
fire growth given the greater air 
volumes. According to the U.S. 
National Association of State Fire 

Marshals (NASFM), open designs 
can create “a lack of compartmenta-
tion that would serve to limit fire 
spread to a smaller area, such as a 
room or a wing or a floor of a build-
ing.”2 Building teams can use large 
spans of fire-rated glass to help 
resolve this dilemma. For instance, a 
fire-rated glass system that stretches 
across multiple stories can provide 
the feel of an open, light-filled space 
while helping reduce the area’s 
overall volume and defending 
against a fire’s spread. 

Keeping	Pace

As the need for increased light 
transfer continues to drive manufac-
turer development of new glazing 

DAYLIGHTING THROUGH  
FIRE-RATED GLASS FLOORS

FIRE-RATED GLASS FLOOR SYSTEMS CAN 
facilitate views and increase daylight while 
supporting structural loads and block-
ing flames, smoke and heat. Transparent 
in nature, such floors can help maximize 
light penetration in numerous ways. For 
example, aligning glazed floors beneath 
skylights allows natural light to pass down 
into rooms that otherwise would be cut 
off from sunlight. Similarly, large glass 
floors can serve as atriums or light portals 
for stairwells and below-ground spaces. 

Another daylighting alternative is to 
use individual glass floor slabs for bor-
rowed lites in roofs or floors. These small 
pieces of glass work well in highly trafficked 
areas, such as corridors, and in gather-
ing areas that require diffuse light. 

In areas where modesty is a concern—
including where people are directly 
visible to individuals on lower levels, as 
well as for rooms beneath glass floors, 
like conference rooms—obscure top 
surface glass panels or films can allow 
light in while providing privacy.

A large fire-rated glass floor system serves as an atrium for below-ground spaces.

Photo Courtesy of TGP
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systems, architects, specifiers and 
other building professionals can 
expect an ever-expanding range 
of fire-rated glass and framing 
options, resulting in fewer compro-
mises between achieving a desired 
aesthetic and fire and life safety 
performance.  

About the Author: Jeff Razwick is vice president 
of business development for Technical Glass 
Products (TGP), a supplier of fire-rated glass 
and framing systems and specialty architectural 
glazing. He writes frequently about the design 
and specification of glazing systems for institu-
tional and commercial buildings, and chairs the 
Glass Association of North America’s (GANA’s) 
Fire-Rated Glazing Council (FRGC).  
www.fireglass.com, 800/426-0279.

Sources
1  “The Building Sector: A Hidden Culprit.” Architecture 2030. 

Santa Fe, NM.
2  See Jim Tidwell and Jack Murphy’s Bridging the Gap: Fire Safety 

and Green Buildings (National Association of State Fire Marshals, 
2010), available at greenbuildingfiresafety.org/PDF/NASFM_
greenfire_guide.pdf.Fire-rated curtain walls allow light to pass through interior spaces requiring fire separations.

Photo Courtesy of Pilkington
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HE	2010	ADA	STANDARDS FOR ACCESSIBLE DESIGN (available for download at www.
ada.gov) officially went into effect on March 15, 2012. The requirement 
for a 10-inch-high flush bottom rail on manual doors is now included in 

the AD�A standards. Previously, it was not included in the AD�A standards but was 
a requirement of ICC A117.1, Accessible and Usable Buildings and Facilities. These 
standards are applicable to doors that are required to be accessible.

The text of both standards is very similar, except that the AD�A addresses existing 
doors. Here is the section from the AD�A standards:
404.2.10 Door and Gate Surfaces. Swinging door and gate surfaces within 10 inches 
(255 mm) of the finish floor or ground measured vertically shall have a smooth 
surface on the push side extending the full width of the door or gate. Parts creating 
horizontal or vertical joints in these surfaces shall be within 1/₁₆ inch (1.6 mm) of the 
same plane as the other. Cavities created by added kick plates shall be capped.

DECODED:

From the well-known blog 

idighardware.com, 

Lori Greene brings some 

much-needed clarity to 

codes.

Flush Bottom Rails

T
BY LORI GREENE, AHC/CDC, CCPR

Photo Courtesy of Lori Greene, Ingersoll Rand Security Technologies
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EXCEPTIONS:
1. Sliding doors shall not be 

required to comply with 
404.2.10.

2. Tempered glass doors without 
stiles and having a bottom rail or 
shoe with the top leading edge 
tapered at 60 degrees minimum 
from the horizontal shall not 
be required to meet the 10 
inch (255 mm) bottom smooth 
surface height requirement.

3. Doors and gates that do not 
extend to within 10 inches (255 
mm) of the finish floor or ground 
shall not be required to comply 
with 404.2.10.

4. Existing doors and gates without 
smooth surfaces within 10 inches 
(255 mm) of the finish floor or 
ground shall not be required to 
provide smooth surfaces comply-
ing with 404.2.10 provided that 
if added kick plates are installed, 
cavities created by such kick 
plates are capped.

This requirement appears in the 
“Manual D�oors” section of both publi-
cations, so it does not apply to auto-
matic doors. The purpose is to avoid 
creating a projection that could catch 
a cane, crutch, walker, or wheelchair 
and inhibit passage through the door 
opening, so the requirement applies 
to the push side of the door only. The 
10-inch measurement is taken from 
the floor or ground to the top of the 
horizontal bottom rail, extending the 
full width of the door. Prior to the 
2003 edition of A117.1, the required 
dimension was 12 inches, versus the 10 
inches required by today’s standards.

The 10-inch-high space must have 
a smooth surface, so bottom rods and 
latches of surface-mounted vertical 
exit devices, kick-down and plunger 
holders, surface bolts, automatic door 
bottoms, and full-height door pulls 
would not meet the intent of this 

requirement. This also affects the 
door’s bottom rail, the top of which 
must be at least 10 inches above 
the floor. If kick plates are added to 
create a wider bottom rail, the space 
between the top of the kick plate and 
the glass must be capped, and the 
joints between surfaces are limited to 
a ⅟₁₆-inch variation in plane. 

Tempered glass doors with no 
vertical stiles and a tapered bottom 

rail do not have to meet the require-
ment for a 10 inch bottom rail, 
although they are still subject to the 
prohibition on projections. Sliding 
doors and doors that do not extend 
to within 10 inches of the floor are 
exempt. As outlined in the AD�A, 
existing doors are not required to 
provide the 10-inch smooth surface, 
but if kick plates are added to widen 
the bottom rail, the gap between the 
top of the plate and the glass must 
be capped. This is not addressed by 
A117.1, which is typically used for 
new applications as referenced by 
the International Building Code.

Now that the standards are consis-
tent, expect to see increased aware-
ness and enforcement of this require-
ment. And if the wider bottom rail 
results in a wider top rail and stiles, 
you won’t hear me complaining  
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 c o r p o r a t e  a c c e s s

By Abe WalkingBear Sanchez

The Supply/Production Chain Is  
 Only as Strong as the Weakest Link

s a l e s
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I 
F YOU COULD� SHOW 
customers a better way to 
increase sales, improve cash flow 

and working capital, and implement 
new efficiencies that would drive 
down their costs and give them a 
competitive advantage, would you 
do it, if for no other reason than by 
doing so, they could or would buy 
more from you and be able to pay 
you in a more timely manner?

Should	we	be	our	business		
brother’s	keeper?

D�uring my training programs on 
B2B credit sales and accounts receiv-
able (A/R) management, I often find 
that a number of customers are late 
in paying their bills—not because 
they are trying to avoid payment, 
or because something went wrong 
somewhere, or because they are sitting 
on the money and practicing cash 
management. They can’t pay because 
they are waiting for their own custom-
ers to pay them, A/R being the largest 
source of working capital. 

What	to	do?	

Past-due A/R management, not 
collections, is the second major part 

of the credit and A/R management 
function, with credit approval 
being the first. Words are important 
because they convey values. Use 
the wrong word, and the wrong 
value is communicated. Collections 
is the enforcement of payment, and 
those who owe are debtors who are 
beholden to their creditors. Victor 
Hugo wrote, “A creditor is worse 
than a master, for a master owns 
only your person, while a creditor 
owns your dignity and can belabor 
that.”

Instead of “collections,” think 
of past-due A/R management as 
“the completion of the sale.” The 
difference between the two is that 
in completion of the sale, the goal is 
not “the enforcement of payment,” 
and you are not dealing with 
“debtors.” The goal of past-due A/R 
management is to identify why a 
customer hasn’t paid and to resolve 
the issue so that the customer pays 
and, just as important, if not more 
important, buys again and again. As 
a rule, the most profitable sales are 
repeat sales, with each repeat sale 
being more profitable than the last. 

In past-due A/R management, we 
have to remember that it is the seller 
who is beholden to the customer.

Key performance indicators to 
monitor for past-due A/R manage-
ment are:
1.  D�uring key times of the month, 

monitor the percentage of A/R 
current to 30 days past due. If 
credit customers are paying, 
your cash flow will be good, and 
your repeat sales will be good as 
well. 
 A good tool in the pursuit of 
a high percentage of A/R cur-
rent to 30 days past due is having 
the A/R aging printed out and 
worked by largest dollar amount. 
It’s the 80/20 rule: 20% of the A/R 
will make up 80% of the dollars, 
and working the largest accounts 
first also leads to the largest 
repeat sales.

2.  The A/R is often the largest 
source of a company’s working 
capital, so it is also good to 
monitor the payment percentage 
during key times of the month 
and the PD�I (payment days 
index) at the end of the month. By 
tracking the payment percentage 
during the month, you can deter-
mine if you need to exert greater 
efforts. See the chart on the next 
page to learn how to calculate the 
PD�I for each customer.
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For varied terms of sales, compute 
the PD�I for each term of sale, and 
then average.
3.  Calculate the average smallest 

percentage of past-due credit 
customers who represent a 
potential for loss. It is important 
for a number of reasons to have 
a credit function report on credit 
customers who are identified as 
experiencing serious financial 
problems or who are being unco-
operative, lie or break arrange-
ment. These include: 
a.  Further credit sales can be cut 

off, thus limiting the potential 
bad debt.

 b.  Additional resources can 
be brought to bear, either to 
enforce payment, in the case of 
those customers who are being 
uncooperative, lie or skip out, 
or to work on the improvement 
of your position with those 
who are having serious finan-
cial problems. In either case, 
time is of the essence.

 c.  If there is a trend as to the type 
of business that customers rep-
resenting a risk of failure fall 
into, the marketing and sales 
departments need to know so 
that they can reevaluate and 
adjust their own efforts.

4.  Inefficiencies are uncovered, and 
situations in which something has 
gone wrong somewhere are identi-
fied. Knowing in a timely manner 
the source of errors, omissions and 
miscommunications allows for the 
timely correction and the driving 
down of the total cost of doing 
business for sellers and for their 
customers. Studies have found 
that on average, 25% of the total 
cost of doing business is directly 
the result of inefficiencies. 
 In the course of approving lines 
of credit (90% or more of B2B sales 
involve credit terms) and then man-
aging the resulting A/R, the credit 
department interfaces with many 
other business functions, suppliers 
and customers and can identify 
areas of opportunity for improve-
ment, as well as inefficiencies. 
 A vital sign that should be 
monitored and given full man-
agement attention and energy is 
the number of systems problems 
(something went wrong some-
where) and the dollars involved. 
Systems problems are friction 
that drive up everyone’s cost of 
doing business—seller and buyer 
alike—and lead to a competitive 
disadvantage. 
 The proper management of A/R 
results in good cash flow, sus-
tained repeat sales, controlled bad 
debt and new efficiencies. 
 Before you can monitor the key 
performance indicators for credit 
sales and A/R, you have to know 
what it is that you are dealing with 
so you can establish the best pos-
sible outcome and goals. Consider: 
1. 90% or more of all B2B sales 
involve payment at a later 
date, meaning credit terms are 
extended. 
2. A/R short-term money due from 
the sale of products or services 

PDI =  Terms of Sale (for each term of sale)
Payment Percentage (end of month)

Here is the full formula and explanation of the use of PDI.

There are three reasons for using payment percentage and PDI. It is:
   1. A real-time performance measurement on how well the  

A/R is being managed
   2. An ongoing monitoring tool
   3. A more accurate cash flow projection

Step 1: Compute the payment percentage.
Divide the amount paid for a given time (normally a month) by the  
beginning A/R total for the period.

Payment Percentage =  Amount Paid
Beginning A/R Total

Example: If the beginning A/R total is $1,000, and $500 is paid by the end of 
the period (month), the payment percentage is:

500
1,000 = .5 or 50%

Step 2:  Compute PDI by dividing the terms of sale by the  
payment percentage.

                                  PDI =  Terms of Sale
Payment Percentage

Example: The terms of sale are net 30, and our payment percentage is  
50%, so the PDI is:

30
.5 = 60 days
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based on payment at a later date 
is often one of the largest assets 
many companies have. On average, 
the A/R is 40% or more of the total 
assets (less with manufacturers, 
more with service companies and 
some distribution companies). 
3. Next to cash on hand, the A/R 
is among the most liquid of assets, 
being but one step removed from 
money in the bank, and is the 
largest source of working capital. 
4. In the course of approving 
credit sales and then managing 
the resulting A/R, the credit and 
A/R departments interface with 
customers, sales, marketing, 
accounting, operations, the ware-
house, service, vendors/suppliers, 
attorneys, transportation and 
many others involved with the 
supply chain.

Based on their understanding of a 
business function, management team 
members need to establish clear goals 
for the different functions and then be 
able to monitor the progress or lack 
of progress being made toward those 
goals. They need to hire the right 
people capable of carrying out the 
tasks, measure their work so that they 
have reliable information on which to 
develop strategies, and then monitor 
the execution of their plans.    

About the Author: Abe WalkingBear Sanchez 
has authored hundreds of business articles, is a 
contributing columnist to The Wholesaler and 
Progressive D�istribution Magazine, is the 
author of Profit Centered Credit and Collections 
(1999), co-author of STAFD�A’s Foundations 
of a Business (2007), and co-author of the inter-
national book The Best Kept Profit Secret: The 
Executive’s Guide to Transforming a Cost 
Center (2009). He can be reached through A/R 
Management Group, Inc. at www.armg-usa.com.

© Copyright 2011 A/R Management Group, Inc. www.armg-usa.
com. All Rights Reserved.
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Do you know a DHI member you would like to nominate as the FACE OF DHI? Submit your 
nominations to Paige Purdum at Ppurdum@dhi.org, and we’ll take care of the rest!

In August of 1974, Gerry Blandina answered an ad for a  
part-time secretarial position at the independent manufacturers’  
representative agency of Gordon Astle & Associates. She got the 
job but never imagined that by 1977 she would be selling hard-
ware. “I was the first female rep in the hardware industry, which at 
that time was definitely a man’s world,” she remembers. 

Breaking into such a male-dominated field was no easy 
task, and Blandina was met with a great deal of resistance. 
However, there were also a surprising number of people who 
welcomed and encouraged her in joining the field. “Essentially, most people, when 
the shock wore off from finding out that Gerry Blandina was a woman, were eager to 
help me on my way,” she says. 

By 1980, Blandina decided to pursue AHC certification, recognizing that it would add 
to her credibility in the industry. Her boss, Gordon V. Astle, Sr., not only agreed with her 
decision, he and several others stepped up to help her achieve her goal. “Gordon gave an 
extraordinary amount of time training, educating, nudging and encouraging me every 
step of the way,” says Blandina. She also credits the late Neil Geiger, AHC (Ironmonger, 
Inc.), the late Milton Spool, AHC (Cynamon Bros. & Sons), and Jim Anderson, AHC (J. 
W. Anderson Co.) with helping. “They gave of their time and knowledge so I could grow 
in our field,” she recalls. And the best way to achieve the skill set necessary to advance in 
this industry is by learning from those who came before you. “I would not be where I am 
today without the help of these mentors,” she says. “To all newcomers, I say accept all the 
help you get, and be thankful for the seasoned hardware people who will help.” Blandina 
bolstered that personalized help by taking advantage of the educational programs pro-
vided by DHI. She won a scholarship to attend her first session in Houston and contin-
ued through DHI’s education program until she obtained her AHC credentials in 1984.

Today, having spent 38 years in the industry, Gerry is now one of those “seasoned 
hardware people” who gives back to the industry by assisting in her chapter’s educa-
tional programs and teaching hardware classes at the local level. “I’m a firm believer 
in paying it forward,” she says. Her advice to students? “With an AHC certification, 
determination, and hard work, anyone can have a lasting career that pays well.”

Blandina has seen a great many changes throughout her years in the industry—
some good, some bad. “Learning to change is a must,” she says. “In order to survive 
in this highly competitive world, it is imperative to keep your skills as current as pos-
sible and to keep thinking ahead. New products, new concepts, new hardware and an 
ever-changing parade of people are constantly thrust in front of you, and you must 
change and grow to meet the challenge.”

One thing that hasn’t changed, though, is her enthusiasm for her work and the di-
versity it brings to each day. “I can be calling on an architect, an end user, a distributor 
or be on a jobsite resolving a problem—all in one day,” she says. “I can be working on a 
specification, doing a product presentation or turning an allen wrench in a door closer. 
Throw in working with all kinds of great people, and it can’t get any better.”  ●

Gerry Blandina, AHC
Gordon Astle & Associates

Photo Courtesy of Gerry Blandina, AH
C
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COURSE CURRICULUM

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

PREREQUISITES – There are prerequisites for some 
courses, as detailed in the course descriptions provided. 
Reference the DHI Education Resource Guide (ERG) for 
complete information regarding course prerequisites. The 
current ERG is posted at www.dhi.org. DHI recommends 
to students who are new to the industry and those with 
minimum field experience that they follow the suggested 
education path when registering for classes.

OPTIONAL COURSES – Exam Prep courses (AHC220, 
CDC315, EHC420) are available to assess students’ skills 
and abilities in preparation for taking the certification ex-
ams. Exam Prep courses are considered elective courses. 
Before taking an Exam Prep course, students must pass all 
courses required to sit for the certification exam.

TUITION STRUCTURE – Member tuition applies to any 
DHI individual member or any employee of a corporate 
member. Tuition in Lansdowne, VA, includes course ma-
terial, breakfast and lunch.

CHALLENGE EXAM – DHI offers a series of exams al-
lowing you to earn credit for courses using knowledge 
you have gained by DHI education, industry training, and 
on-the-job training. Passing an exam gives you credit for 
that course in the DHI Credentialing Program. For Chal-
lenge Exams, go to www.dhi.org.

CLASS SIZE – Registrations are entered in the order they are 
received. In cases in which a course is sold out, registrants 

are placed on a waitlist upon receipt of a completed applica-
tion and tuition payment. If waitlisted students are not able to 
attend the course of their choice, they may opt to transfer to 
another course or another class session or seek a refund.

HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS – Students are responsible  
for making their own hotel reservations. Complete 
education housing information will be made available 
online at www.dhi.org.

TUITION POLICIES – The tuition policies below have 
been developed to encourage students to be certain of 
the classes they’ve selected prior to registering for their 
classes. Prompt and decisive registration is necessary to 
fully prepare for the school.

•	 “Early	Bird”	tuition	rates	apply	to	registrations	
received on or before March 26, 2012. 

•	 A	$200.00	administration	fee	will	be	applied	to	can-
cellations received from March 11, 2012, to March 
26, 2012.

•	 After	March	26,	2012,	no	refunds	will	be	allowed.

•	 Prior	to	March	26,	2012,	a	student	may	transfer	
his/her tuition from the current school to the next 
school or to another member of his/her company so 
that member may attend the current school. Either 
type	of	transfer	will	incur	a	$100	administrative	fee.	
(Transfers occurring on or after March 26, 2012, will 

incur	the	$200	administrative	fee.)	Transfers	of	any	
kind may be done only once. 

•	 Students	will	owe	the	balance	due	if	tuition	rates	
change between the current school and the school 
that they are transferring their monies to.

•	 Students	who	are	unable	to	meet	the	terms	of	the	
transfer (i.e., attending the next school themselves or 
their colleague attending the current school) and notify 
DHI after March 26, 2012, will forfeit the class tuition. 
Notifications occurring March 11-26, 2012, will incur 
the	additional	$200	late	cancellation	administrative	fee	
(bringing	the	cancellation	total	to	$300).

•	 Students	who	register	for	a	class	prior	to	fulfilling	
the course’s prerequisite(s) will have until March 12, 
2012, to complete the course prerequisite(s). Stu-
dents who do not satisfy this condition will receive an 
automatic cancellation of registration on March 13, 
2012,	and	will	also	incur	the	$200	late	cancellation	
administrative fee.

•	 A	$100	administration	fee	will	apply	to	cancellations	
(requested on or after March 13, 2012) that are emer-
gency related. Proof of emergency will be required; 
otherwise all other applicable fees will be due and all 
applicable terms will apply. 

•	 Students	will	incur	a	$200	administration	fee	should	
they switch their classes while at the school. 

* Please see DHI’s Education Resource Guide as well as this Registration Form for complete information regarding course prerequisites.
** All courses begin at 8:00 am and end at 5:30 pm daily. Punctual and complete attendance is mandatory.
+ Students attending these classes are required to bring reference materials which will pertain to the class exercises. See DHI’s online Education Resource Guide found at www.dhi.org for the 

complete list of required reference materials used during classes.



COR103 Understanding and Using Construction 
Documents
(8 hours) (24 CEP points)

Understanding how construction projects are organized and designed requires 
a thorough knowledge of the construction documents that administrate, 
illustrate, detail and describe them. Estimators, detailers and project 
managers need to understand the purpose and use of specifications and 
drawings. Knowing where to find specific information in the specifications 
and on the drawings and understanding how that information applies to our 
trade can make the difference between a profitable and an unprofitable job. 
This program provides estimators, detailers and project managers with the 
essential knowledge to sort through these documents to find the information 
they need.

Prerequisite: SSC100 – Fundamentals of Architectural Doors and 
Hardware Self-Study Course

COR113+ Architectural Hardware and Applications
(24 hours) (72 CEP points)

To be successful in our industry, you need to have a well-rounded, general 
knowledge of the multitude of items used every day. A vast assortment of 
samples is utilized in this course to help you identify, describe and explain 
many of the hardware items in use today. This course also will give you an 
understanding of proper applications and use of architectural hardware 
items that is an important step in your development as a professional in the 
architectural openings industry. Many hardware items can be used in more 
than one application. Knowing which application is correct for a particular 
opening will make you indispensable to your customers and clients.

COR120+ Door and Frame Applications
(16 hours) (48 CEP points)

Construction projects use some of the most advanced materials and products 
ever made. Fire-rated and means of egress door openings have specific 
requirements they must meet to be able to function correctly. This course 
teaches you about doors and frames (e.g., hollow metal, wood and aluminum) 
used today.

COR125+ Takeoff and Estimating
(16 hours) (48 CEP points)

Profitability of a company often hinges on the accuracy and efficiency of the 
bids that estimators turn out. This course introduces you to material takeoff 
techniques and estimating skills that will help you become a more accurate 
and efficient estimator.

Prerequisites: COR103 – Understanding and Using Construction 
Documents

COR120 – Door and Frame Applications

COR133+ Electrified Architectural Hardware
 (40 hours) (120 CEP points)

Electrified hardware items are used on virtually all new building projects. 
You need to understand how these products are properly used and what 
their capabilities are if you are going to advance in this industry. This course 
provides you with the principles of low-voltage electricity through hands-
on class exercises. In addition, this course is focused on teaching you how 
separate electrified architectural hardware components are used to create 
single-opening systems. Learn how to design low-voltage circuits and hook up 
these components through the hands-on labs.

COR140+ Using Codes and Standards
(24 hours) (72 CEP points)

Knowledge of the many industry-related codes and standards differentiates 
our industry from numerous other distributor chain-driven industries. Staying 
current and up to date on the ever-changing codes and standards requires 
both a professional and personal commitment. This course covers NFPA 80, 
Standard for Fire Doors and Other Opening Protectives (2007 edition), NFPA 
101, Life Safety Code (2006), and ANSI/ICC A117.1, Usable and Accessible 
Buildings and Facilities (2003 edition).

COR145+ Principles of Specification Writing
(8 hours) (24 CEP points)

Whether you are pursuing the designation of Architectural Hardware 
Consultant (AHC), Certified Door Consultant (CDC) or Electrified Hardware 
Consultant (EHC), you need to master the basic principles of writing 
architectural specifications. Specification writing skills are an essential 
element of becoming a professional in today’s construction industry. Architects 
and engineers will expect you to have mastered these skills when you work 
with them.

COR153+ Installation Coordination and Project 
Management
(16 hours) (48 CEP points)

Project management requires effectively working with contractors, installers, 
owners and architects. Coordination of the installation of doors, frames 
and architectural hardware is an essential element of a project manager’s 
responsibilities. Pre-installation meetings with the installers increase their 
productivity, reduce installation errors, and ensure that the door assemblies 
will operate reliably for many years. Project managers must also be able 
to read and interpret contract documents, oversee projects with fast-track 
schedules, and maintain profitability—all of which requires disciplined 
attention to detail. This course teaches you how to coordinate installations and 
provides you with techniques to help you succeed as a project manager.

Prerequisite: COR103 – Understanding and Using Construction 
Documents

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

+  Students attending these classes are required to bring reference materials that pertain to the class exercises. 

Please use DHI’s online Education Resource Guide found at www.dhi.org for the complete list of required materials.



COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

COR160+ Material Purchasing Concepts
(8 hours) (24 CEP points)

Once the shop drawings are approved and you move into the order processing 
stage of a project, you need to accurately and efficiently communicate the 
project’s requirements with each of the manufacturers. Purchase orders 
have to be reviewed for accuracy, acknowledgements verified and materials 
inspected upon receipt. In addition, everything must arrive on time and for the 
right price! This course teaches you how to communicate and coordinate your 
material purchases with the project and manufacturing schedules.

COR165 Professional Sales
(8 hours) (24 CEP points)

Professional sales skills are crucial when calling on owners, end users, 
contractors and architects. How you present yourself and your company can be 
just as important as the information you are presenting. This course teaches 
you how to make professional sales calls to each of these groups.

AHC200 Masterkeying
(8 hours) (24 CEP points)

A solid knowledge base of master key systems is essential to all estimators, 
detailers, project managers and consultants. This program covers recognizing 
the different types and styles of cylinders and keys used in today’s locks, 
understanding and using industry-standard key-set symbols and terminology, 
organizing keying meetings, and integrating mechanical cylinders and keying 
into access control and security systems.

AHC205+ Detailing Hardware
(24 hours) (72 CEP points)

Perhaps the most necessary skill you can develop in our industry is learning 
how to properly create detailed hardware schedules. Coordinating the many 
hardware products with the project’s requirements can be a daunting task. This 
course introduces you to the sequence and format of the hardware schedule 
through a series of in-class exercises.

Prerequisites: COR113 – Architectural Hardware and Applications

COR140 – Using Codes and Standards

AHC220+ Exam Prep
(24 hours) (72 CEP points)

Students pursuing the AHC designation will complete in-class exercises 
designed to replicate exam conditions and better prepare them for the AHC 
exam. You will leave this class with a firm understanding of how to prepare for 
the formal AHC certification exam.

Prerequisites: All courses required to sit for the exam

CDC300+ Using Door and Frame Standards
(8 hours) (24 CEP points)

Knowledge of the many door and frame standards is essential to properly 
detail these products in shop drawings. These standards contain a wealth 
of information and can be used to establish levels of quality for all types of 
buildings.

CDC305 Detailing Doors and Frames
(16 hours) (48 CEP points)

Proficiency in creating shop drawings only comes through practice and 
attention to detail. Students learn the techniques and skills necessary to 
become an expert detailer.

Prerequisites: COR120 – Door and Frame Applications

COR140 – Using Codes and Standards

CDC315+ CDC Exam Prep
(16 hours) (48 CEP points)

This course walks you through the exercises required to complete the Certified 
Door Consultant (CDC) certification exam, under exam-like conditions. You will 
leave this class with a firm understanding of how to prepare for the formal CDC 
certification exam.

Prerequisites: All courses required to sit for the exam

EHC400 Drawings for Electrified Hardware Systems
(24 hours) (72 CEP points)

Perhaps the most tedious aspect of electrified hardware systems is creating 
the final point-to-point wiring diagrams for all of the separate components. 
This course will teach you how to use correct industry symbols and drawing 
techniques to help you communicate the project’s requirements more 
effectively with the installer.

Prerequisite: COR133 – Electrified Architectural Hardware 

EHC420 EHC Exam Prep
( 16 hours ) ( 48 CEP points ) 

This course is designed to walk you through the exercises required to complete 
the Electrified Hardware Consultant (EHC) certification exam, under exam-like 
conditions. You will leave this class with a firm understanding of how to prepare 
for the EHC exam. You will be required to complete shop drawing exercises 
and a written exam that covers topics such as access control systems, CCTV 
terminology, principles of low-voltage electricity and specification writing.

Prerequisites: All courses required to sit for the exam

DAI600+ Fire and Egress Door Assembly Inspection
(32 hours) (96 CEP points)

Please see the applicable pages of DHI’s Education Resource Guide for the full 
DAI600 course description.

Prerequisites: SSC100 – Fundamentals of Architectural Doors and 
Hardware Self-Study Course

COR113 – Architectural Hardware and Applications

COR140 – Using Codes and Standards

+  Students attending these classes are required to bring reference materials that pertain to the class exercises. 

Please use DHI’s online Education Resource Guide found at www.dhi.org for the complete list of required materials.
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Steve	Hornyak,	DAHC,	FDHI,	CSI/CDT	Joins	DHI	Staff

The Door and Hardware Institute (DHI) is pleased to announce 
that effective March 12, 2012, Steve Hornyak, DAHC, FDHI, CSI/
CDT will begin work for DHI as an independent consultant 
assisting in the Education Department. Steve will focus on the 
development of curriculum and assist with implementation of 
DHI’s distance learning strategies. For the last 11 years, Steve 
has been employed by Ingersoll Rand Security Technologies as 
General Manager of the Mid-Atlantic SSC and most recently as 
Director of Specifications for the Americas.

Steve will report directly to DHI Director of Education and 
Certification Keith Pardoe, DAHC/CDC, CDT and will continue 
to work from his Wilmington, DE, office. Steve’s 35-plus-year 
career in the door and hardware industry began with Yale 
Hardware, and after 20 years as a well-regarded independent 
sales representative, he joined Ingersoll Rand. Steve has been a 
long-serving DHI instructor and served three years on the DHI 
Board of Governors, as well as Chairman of the DHI Board of 
Certification and Education Committee and President of the 
DHI Tri-State and CSI Philadelphia chapters.

Jerry S. Heppes, Sr., CAE stated, “We are extremely fortunate 
to have Steve join our team at this critical time to help with this 
most important of DHI’s strategic initiatives. His level of indus-
try knowledge and experience—but just as importantly, his 
passion and excitement about our educational activities—is a 
huge gain for the Institute. We look forward to his contributions 
going forward as we continue to advance our organization as 
the industry’s tremendously valuable resource.”

DHI’s	CEO	Elected	to	the	Board	of	SBLC	and	AAMA

DHI’s CEO Jerry S. Heppes, Sr., CAE has been elected as the 
Treasurer of the Small Business Legislative Council (SBLC) and 
also has been appointed to serve on the American Architectural 
Manufacturers Association (AAMA) Board of Directors.

For more details, visit www.sblc.org or www.aamanet.org. 

Bircher	Reglomat	Appoints	New	Southeast	
Regional	Sales	Manager	

Bircher Reglomat is pleased to announce 
that Nancy Miller has joined the orga-
nization as Regional Sales Manager for 
the Southeast region. In her new role, 
Miller will sell the full line of Bircher 
Reglomat motion and presence sensors 
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to the pedestrian and industrial mar-
kets, with special emphasis on the new 
PrimeFamily. She is based in Pittsburgh, 
and her territory includes the entire 
Southeastern United States, along with 
Eastern Canada. Miller brings with her 
16 years of proven experience in the 
automatic door industry, as well as many 
established relationships. 

Molly	Bennet	Joins	Architectural	Hinge	Co.

Boston Architectural Hinge Company is 
pleased to announce the hiring of a new 
outside sales representative in the New 
England territory for our door closers, 
locksets, exit devices, and continuous 
geared aluminum hinge lines. 

Molly Bennet is new to the door and 
hardware business but is someone who 
we feel will give us a great boost in our 
support of our local customers.  

Molly can be reached in the office 
at 781/826-0008 or by email at molly.
bahco@gmail.com.

Eliason	Adds	Seasoned		
International	Sales	Executive

Eliason Corporation, a manufacturer 
of specialty doors, including traff ic 
doors, fiberglass doors, fire-rated doors, 
corrosion-resistant doors, and energy-
saving products, announces that Luis 
Rodriguez has joined as Vice President of 
International Sales.

Luis brings more than 30 years of inter-
national selling experience to Eliason, 
the last 10 years selling similar products 
for Chase Doors. Luis, a native of Puerto 
Rico, has been selling internationally 
his entire career and has lead business 
development in areas such as Australia, 
China, the United Kingdom, Mexico, 
Latin America, South America, and 
throughout the Middle East

For more information, visit www. 
eliasoncorp.com.

PRODUCTS

Door	Controls	International		
Introduces	a	Universal	Flush	Bolt	

DCI’s new 860/960 Series Universal 
Automatic Flush Bolt allows you the 
option of installing it in either a metal or 
wood door. The 862/962 Automatic Flush 
Bolt is packaged as a complete set to be 
used in recessed or flush metal doors or 
wood doors. 

The patented small-profile, two-piece 
design will aesthetically enhance the 
appearance of the door. It only requires a 
latch bolt prep in the top or bottom and 
meeting edges of the door. This prep 
will add stability to the wood door and 
prevent delamination by eliminating the 
core removal at the door corner that is 
necessary with traditional flush bolts. 

To complete the line, the BFB Bottom 
Fire Bolt may be used with the 860/960 
Top Bolt in both metal and wood doors. 
All installations mentioned are UL listed 
for fire doors. 

For more information, please visit 
www.doorcontrols.com.

DORMA	Architectural		
Hardware	by	BAHCO

Boston Architectural Hinge Company is 
proud to announce its recent partner-
ship with DORMA. We will be working 
to extend DORMA products to custom-
ers by offering quick shipping options 
for many products. We will be happy 
to quote any project you have, large or 
small. 

In a few weeks, the BAHCO warehouse 
in Boston will be filling up with DORMA 
goods. We can supply products at a 
wholesale level and with great discount 
programs.

For more information, Please visit 
www.bahcohinge.com.
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350	EMLock®	Retrofits		
Discontinued	Locknetics	350+	Maglock

SDC, a manufacturer of premium-grade 
access control hardware, is pleased to 
introduce the new failsafe 350 Narrow 
Line EMLock, an electromagnetic lock 
with 1200 lbs. of holding force and an 
ultra-unobtrusive design that blends 
into high-profile, architecturally superior, 
narrow frame openings. In addition, the 
350 EMLock is a direct equivalent and 
retrofits the discontinued Locknetics 
Magforce 350+, with identical mounting 
template, physical dimensions, appear-
ance and features. There is no charge for 
standard features such as magnetic bond 
and door status, and the interlocking 
quick mount bracket offers hands-free 
installation using self-drilling/tapping 
mounting screws. The SDC 350 is only 
12½" long and 111/₁₆" deep, with very short 
21/8" projection from the frame into the 
opening, compared to traditional mag-
netic locks that project 3" to 3½" into the 
opening. The standard armature housing 
eliminates noise and sagging and adds 
to the overall superior appearance. Auto-
sensing 12/24 VDC input is standard. 

Please visit www.sdcsecurity.com.

VT	Industries	and	AIAS	Announce	Architectural	
Wood	Door	Design	Competition	Winners	

VT Industries partnered with the American 
Institute of Architecture Students (AIAS) 
for an architectural wood door design 
competition for architecture students. 
The competition challenged students 

to develop a door around the theme of 
looking at a type of threshold in all facets: 
energy passage, security, universal acces-
sibility, physical composition, and most of 
all, design. Scholarship money awarded 
totaled $3,450, including a $1,500 scholar-
ship for the overall winning design. 

Participants were challenged to design 
a door to the AIAS president’s office, 
the door to the AIA/Library of Congress 
Reading Room, or both. In addressing the 
specific issues of the design challenge, 
submissions were evaluated on their 
response to the competition’s theme, 
“Threshold: Portals to the Future,” dem-
onstration of familiarity with modern 
principles of architectural doors, creation 
of a door that relates to the context of its 
location, originality of design, clear and 
easily comprehensible design, and dem-
onstration of compliance with all compe-
tition objectives and guidelines.

To view the winning designs, go to 
http://vtindustries.aias.org/winners.

Smart	Solution	to	Fire-Rated	Louvers

The ADVANTAGE Door Louver, with intu-
mescent strips applied to the fins, has a 
90-minute UL10C fire rating for positive 
pressure and is listed for sizes up to 24" 
x 24". It features a 20-gauge cold rolled 
steel frame and blades and is grey pow-

der- coated, 
a l t h o u g h 
other colors 
are available. 
This is a cost-
e f f e c t i v e , 
a lternative, 
fusible - l ink 
louver. A full 
l ine of f ire-
rated vision 
l i t e s  a n d 
glass also is 
available.

For information, contact ADVANTAGE 
LITES & LOUVERS at 718/585-3230 or 
800/635-5335, or visit www.a-ll.com or 
www.zerointernational.com. 

New	Concealed	Vertical	Rod	Exit	Devices	
Provide	Higher	Level	of	Security	

Detex Corporation has introduced a new 
concealed vertical rod exit device that 
ensures latching on closing. Generally, 
deadlocking latches must be held retract-
ed to allow the door to close and re-latch.  
While the door is open, some devices 
use only one step to hold back the latch 
—not enough to activate the latch hold-
back. But now all Detex CVR devices use 
a unique six-step latch hold-back method 
that keeps the latch retracted while the 
door is open, regardless of whether the 
pushpad is pressed lightly or hard. The 
latch will always engage when the door 
closes, and performance is much more 
reliable.

Detex concealed vertical rod panic 
and f ire exit hardware is made for  
heav y-use applications but is  also 
designed to look good on the job.  
Enhancing the architectural aesthetics of 
any decor, it fits a variety of doors, includ-
ing narrow stile aluminum or hollow 
metal doors without mullions, wooden 
double doors, and wide stile aluminum 
doors without a mullion.

To learn more about the new CVR 
device, visit www.detex.com or email us 
at marketing@detex.com.
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Building Relationships, Careers, and Business!
Privately owned company with over 800 employees and 80 years

of success and sales over $175MM. Committed to continued
growth and excellence for all employees and customers. 

We are seeking experienced DOOR INDUSTRY professionals for
operations, commercial sales, and commercial field installation

in existing markets and new markets. Current operations include:

D.H. PACE COMPANY offers a complete range of door and
door-related products and services, including:

• commercial entry doors • integrated security systems
• finish hardware • loading dock equipment
• automatic pedestrian doors • high speed industrial doors

We invite applicants with a minimum of three years experience in
the door industry to submit resumes. Industry certifications are
desirable, but not required. We offer excellent compensation and
a full benefits package. EOE

Submit resume via:
• E-mail: srrecruiter@dhpace.com
• Fax: 816.480.2682
• Phone: 866.265.9977

Non-smoking environment
Drug screen required
E-Verify participant

www.dhpace.com 10/11
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Help Wanted

Experienced Door and Hardware Sales Person

Akron, Ohio, Fred J. Crisp, Inc. since 1929. Good base with  
excellent commissions.

Mail resumes only, to:

Jim/Fred J Crisp, Inc. • 1323 Easton Dr. • Akron, Ohio 44310

The Resource for Openings Industry  
Employment Opportunities Is Just a Click Away…

WWW.DHI.ORG

POSITIONS FOR SALES REPS AVAILABLE!

National manufacturer with world-wide reputation and sales, comprising 
three divisions: ZERO Door and Window Sealing Systems, ADVANTAGE 
Lites and Louvers and IND-EX Rubber and Plastic Extrusions is looking for 
several sales agencies, with good experience in promoting high-quality 
products, sealing solutions and influencing specifications accordingly.

Contact Jerry Heid, VP Sales

jheid@zerointernational.com

Builders’ Hardware and Supply, 50+ year old door, 
employee owned, door, frame and hardware dis-
tributor is looking for experienced consultants. We 
have multiple positions to fill and are seeking DHI 
certified AHC’s, CDC’s, EHC’s, and/or AOC’s. 

The successful candidate will demonstrate the following:
•  Construction document understanding;  

Specifications, drawings, and construction correspondence
• Finish hardware, wood, and hollow metal specification writing
• Finish hardware, wood, and hollow metal Project management
•  Perform take-offs in using Pro-Tech software from  

blue prints and specifications
•  Detail hardware schedules, and shop drawings with locations, 

handing, and any other information needed for ordering material.
• Pull catalog cuts and templates.
• Strong computer skills/experience. 
•  Team player with excellent communication and  

customer service skills. 

We offer the following:
• Medical/Dental/Vision
• 401k
• Performance Based Compensation

Send resumes to:
clift@builders-hardware.com or fax to 206-281-3717

Builders’ Hardware & Supply is a Drug Free Workplace and Equal Opportunity Employer 
www.builders-hardware.com

mailto:clift@builders-hardware.com
http://www.builders-hardware.com
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Call for Nominations

2012 Achievement 
Awards

BENCHMARK FOR EXCELLENCE

FOUNDER  |  FELLOW  |  DISTINGUISHED CONSULTANT  |  AWARD OF MERIT  |  MARY ROTH AWARD

Go to www.dhi.org to download a nomination form or contact Cathy Jones at 
703/766-7012 or by email at CJones@dhi.org for speci� c details or questions.

 Deadline for Nominations is May 4, 2012!



Where can you find all of these fine 
brands from ASSA ABLOY under one roof?

at MIDWEST WHOLESALE
and technically it is under five different roofs.

midwestwholesale.com

Missouri 
  

800 821 8527
Florida 

  
800 659 8527

California 
 

888 707 8527
Pennsylvania 

 
800 821 8527

Texas 800 821 8527

Give us a call today so we can provide you
with door hardware solutions from ASSA ABLOY.



Special Sizes? No Problem. 
NGP custom lite kits ship in six days. 

ngp .com •  800 . 6 4 7 . 7 8 7 4

National Guard Products
 w e  a l w a y s  d e l i v e r
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